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ABSTRACT
PZT-5H is a ferroelectric and piezoelectric material that has many applications that are the
subjects of current research. As a ferroelectric, PZT-5H has a permanent electrical polarization
that arises from ferroelectric domains. In this thesis, numerical simulations were conducted via
the well know Finite Element Method of several types of piezoelectric cantilevers that were
made of PIC-181, a high quality PZT-5H made in Germany. Single crystal cantilever models
with multiple polarization vectors were investigated with Q factors ranging from Q = 50 to
Q = 1200, where the acoustical displacements were calculated. Further, the displacements were
calculated for a multidomain cantilever model with inversely poled domains and uniform
electrode configuration as well as a single crystal cantilever model with uniformly poled crystal
and bipolar electrode configuration. It was shown that cantilevers that are less oblong in shape
could benefit from the bipolar electrode configuration in applications where size may be an
important parameter, for instance in small flying robotic insects. From the experimental
measurements of the resonance and anti-resonance frequencies in various PIC-181 samples, the
radial and longitudinal components of speed of sound in material were calculated. Experimental
results of longitudinal speed of sound differed from the accepted value of 4.6 km/s by 1.6 %
error.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE
1.1 ACOUSTIC DISPLACEMENT AND DEFORMATION
When a force is applied to a material, deformation of the material occurs. This
deformation is described using the displacement vector of a point in the sample u = r ' ! r (1) or
in tensor notation ( u i = xi' ! xi (2)), where r is the original position vector and r ' is the displaced
position vector1. The length of this displacement can be determined by:

dl 2 = dxi2 , before deformation along the xi axis

(3)

dl ' 2 = dx'i2 = (dxi + du i ) 2 , after deformation along the x 'i axis

(4)

& 'u
From the partial derivative relation, du i = $$ i
% 'x k

#
!!dx k (5), and the aforementioned definitions,
"

equation (4) can be written as dl ' 2 = dl 2 + 2 S ik dxi dx k (6), where S ik =
symmetric strain tensor.

1

1 & 'u i 'u k
$
+
2 $% 'x k 'xi

#
!! (7) is the
"

The strain tensor is symmetric and can be reduced from 9 terms to 6 terms in the following way2:

m =1
m=2
m=3

Sij = Sm

ij = 11
ij = 22
ij = 33

m = 4 ij = 23,32
m = 5 ij = 13,31
m = 6 ij = 12,21

(8)

Considering the effect of internal forces on a hypothetical cube within a given solid, the surface
forces upon the faces are of concern, which lead to deformation as described by the strain tensor.

1.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR SOLID STATE PHYSICS
There are many equations used in solid state physics. However, the most fundamental
starting point is the equation of motion1,2:

∂
∂2
Tij = ρ 2 ui ,
∂x j
∂t

(9)

where Tij is the stress tensor, ρ is the density, ui is the displacement, and indices i, j = 1, 2, 3.
The equation of motion is commonly written in a form useful for gaining information about the
properties of cubic materials.

r
k 2c44vi + k 2 (c11 − c44 )lil j vi = ω 2 ρ v
In the above equation, ω = kv , k is the wave number, li =

(10)

∂ r
, v is the velocity vector, c11 and
∂xi

c44 are elastic stiffness constants. From solving this equation, expressions for c11 and c44 as well
as shear velocity vs and longitudinal velocity vl can be found.
2

vs =
vl =

c44

ρ
c11

ρ

⇒ c44 = vs2 ρ
(11)
2
l

⇒ c11 = v ρ

By substituting a general solution for ui into equation (9) and applying boundary conditions

Ti 3 x =± b = 0 where b represents the thickness of a plate in the zx coordinate plane, the dispersion
3

2

2

2

⎛ ω ⎞
nπ ⎞
relation β (ω ) = ⎜ ⎟ − ⎛⎜
⎟ , n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... can be derived and used to solve for the
⎝ vs ⎠ ⎝ b ⎠
2

antisymmetric and symmetric modes. This will be described in section 1.6.2 discussing the
partial wave method.

1.3 ELASTIC PROPERTIES
1.3.1 HOOKE’S LAW
Hooke’s Law states that for small elongations of an elastic system, stress (due to force) is
proportional to strain (deformation). From this description, Hooke’s Law can be applied in the
following form1:

⎛ ∂F ⎞
Tij = ⎜
⎟ ⇒ Tij = cijkl Skl where K is the spring constant
⎝ ∂Sik ⎠T
F = − Kx

& 'Tij
and, cijkl = $$
% 'S kl

#
!!
" S =0

& c11
$
$ c 21
$c
= $ 31
$ c 41
$c
$ 51
$c
% 61

c12
c 22
c32
c 42
c52
c62

c13
c 23
c33
c 43
c53
c63

c14
c 24
c34
c 44
c54
c64

c15
c 25
c35
c 45
c55
c65

3

c16 #
!
c 26 !
c36 !
! are elastic constants.
c 46 !
c56 !!
c66 !"

(12)

(13)

An example of the components of the stress tensor can be observed in a three dimensional cube.

Z

T33

n3

T32
T23
n2
Y
T22

T21
n1

X

-T31

Figure 1. Components of the Stress Tensor Tij where i is the index corresponding to the direction
the arrow is pointing in, and j is the index of the face to which the arrow is connected. Normal
vectors are designated by n.

4

1.3.2 Q FACTOR AND ATTENUATION
Hooke’s Law stated in equation (12) is considered to be an ideal case. An ideal material
is one that does not experience internal energy loss, and has acoustic vibrations that are
completely undamped1. In other words, vibrations propagate without any decrease of amplitude.
The decrease of amplitude is called attenuation. Ideal materials are found not to exist in nature,
which implies that the attenuation in natural materials must be taken into account in the equation
for Hooke’s Law. This is most commonly done by adding an extra viscous term to these
equations.

Fideal = − Kx
Fdamped = − K '

∂x
∂t

Ftotal = − Kx − K '
Tij = cijkl Skl + ηijkl

∂x
∂t
∂Skl
∂t

In the new equation,ηijkl represents the viscosity constant tensor with indices i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3.
In the example of an x-polarized y-propagating shear wave, the attenuation can be
observed by considering the exponential function e −α y .

5

(14)

X

e −α y

Y

Figure 2. This represents a wave traveling in the positive y direction, e−α y cos(ωt − ky ) where α
represents the attenuation constant.

The attenuation constant α can be solved for by taking the exponential form of the displacement

r
vector u = xe
ˆ −α y ei (ωt −ky ) (15), and substituting it into the equation of motion for this two
dimensional situation

∂
∂2
Tiy = ρ 2 ui (16), where index i=1, 2, 3. The resulting attenuation
∂y
∂t

constant α from the dispersion relation yields the attenuation factor proportional to the square of
the frequency.
1
2

ω ⎛ ρ ⎞ 2 ⎛ η ⎞
α = ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ 44 ⎟
2 ⎝ c44 ⎠ ⎝ c44 ⎠

(17)

From this result, it can be observed that the attenuation α is a function of the quality factor.

Q=

c44

ωη44
6

(18)

This implies that the attenuation is related to the quality factor by the following equation.

α=

1 ( ρ c44 )
2Q η44

1
2

(19)

It should be noted that a lower attenuation constant indicates a higher quality factor.

1.4 ELECTRODYNAMICS AND DIELECTRICS
1.4.1 POLARIZATION AND ELECTRIC FIELD VECTORS VIA MAXWELL’S
EQUATIONS
The theory of electricity and magnetism is considered here for a dielectric crystal3.
Additionally, we wish to consider the relationship between dielectric polarization P and the
electric field E. At the atomic level, the local electric field acting at the site of an atom in a
lattice determines the electric dipole moment p of the atom. The polarization P is the average
dipole moment p per unit volume, which is used in an expression for dielectric displacement
below:

!
! !
D = "o E + P

(20)

There is a connection between the electric field, and the vector p at a point r; where r is the
position vector of a charge q: !

! 3( p! • r! ) r! " r 2 p!
E=
4 #$0 r 5

!

7

(21)

The theory of electrodynamics is encompassed by Maxwell’s Equations.
Table 1:
Equation Title

Algebraic Form with Equation Number

r r r ∂
r r
∇xH = j + (ε o E + P )
∂t

(22)

Faraday’s Law:

r
r r
∂B
∇xE = −
∂t

(23)

Gauss’s Law for Electric Fields:

r r
∇gε o E = ρ

(24)

r r
∇gB = 0

(25)

Ampere’s Law:

Gauss’s Law for Magnetic Fields:

Table 1. Within the set of Maxwell’s equations is the following notation: ∇ is the differential
operator, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic field, H = B/µ, µ is the permeability of free
space, ε is the permittivity of free space, ρ is the volume current density, P is the polarization,
and D = εE + P is the dielectric field.
There are several contributions to the macroscopic electric field inside a material. The
first one is the electric field produced by external fixed charges. The rest are the sum of the
electric fields of all charges within the body. If the body is neutral, the sum of the electric fields
can be expressed in terms of the sum of microscopic electric dipoles.
When applying this theory to a slab of dielectric material, the induced electric field
within the material can be found using Gauss’s Law via a Gaussian Pillbox method.
This means that the total electric field is as follows:

8

r
r
E0 = Eexternal
r
r
σ r
Pr r
E1 = Esurface = z = − z , z = normal

ε0

(26)

ε0

r
r
r
r Pr
Etotal = E0 + E1 = E0 − z

ε0

The electric field on the surface is called the depolarization field because it has uniform
polarization and tends to oppose the applied electric field as in the following figure:

r
E0

r
E1

P

€

r

!

Figure 3. In the above figure, the symbol E 0 denotes the external electric field, E1 is the electric
field at the surface, and P is the polarization.
!
If the shape is an ellipse, sphere, cylinder, or a disc, uniform polarization
produces

uniform depolarization within the body. Therefore, there are components of the depolarization
field, with so called depolarization factors N.
N x Px
#0
NP
E1y = " y y
#0
NP
E1z = " z z
#0
E1x = "

(27)

The depolarization factor N also depends on the shape of the object. N = 1/3 for any component
! component of a thin slab, N = 0 for the tangential component of
of a sphere, N = 1 for the normal

a thin slab, N = 0 for the longitudinal component of a long cylinder, and N = 1/2 for the

9

transverse component of a long circular cylinder. In a non-cubic object, the relationship between
E and N can be written in tensor form.

E1µ = "N µ# P#

(28)

A uniform external electric field will create uniform polarization in an elliptical or rectangular

!
object. This implies that the polarization
is related to the electric field in terms of the
permittivity of free space ε and dielectric susceptibility χ.

!
!
P = "0 #E

(29)

Provided that the applied electric field is uniform and parallel to the polarization, the total
electric field can be summed to!produce the following relationship:

Etotal = E0 + E1 = E0 −

NP

ε0

P = ε 0 χ Etotal

(30)

⇒ P = χ (ε 0 E0 − NP ) =

χε 0
1+ N χ

E0

Thus, we have the polarization in terms of the total electric field.
1.4.2 DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS AND THE LORENTZ RELATION
The local electric field at an atom is different from the macroscopic electric field4.
Considering a general lattice site that is not necessarily of cubic symmetry (assuming spherical
symmetry for each individual atom), the local electric field is the sum of the external electric
field and that of the dipoles within the lattice. In other words, the total electric field becomes:

!
!
!
!
!
E local = E 0 + E1 + E 2 + E 3

(31)

!
!
!
where E 0 = external field, E1 = depolarization field from surface charge density, and E 2 =
!
!
polarization field due to charges on the inside the cavity. E 3 = electric field from atoms within
!

!
!
the cavity. This is the only component that depends on the structure of the crystal itself.
!
10

It should be noted that this is on the surface of a fictitious spherical cavity of r = a, which was
calculated by Lorentz. Hence, it is called a Lorentz field.

!
E2 =

!
- half of sphere

!
a
"
!
1 2"
P
2
% d$ % r & (r)dr % d' sin'P cos' cos' = 3#
4 "#0 0
0
0
0

(32)

P
a sin θ

a dθ
θ
a

+ half of sphere

Figure 4. The above diagram is a uniformly polarized spherical cavity of radius a. The electric
field E2 is calculated by assuming the configuration of a charge on a ring of radius
a = 2asinθ g adθ g Pcosθ . P is the polarization.
If the appropriate reference point is used such that this component is equal to zero, the Lorentz
relation is formed (the field acting at an atom in a cubic site is the macroscopic electric field),
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!
!
! P
E local = E +
3"0

(33)

with polarization from the other atoms in the crystal.

! field at one atom due to the sum of contributions from the
The local contribution is the total
dipole moments of all of the other atoms in the crystal.

!
" En =
3

n=1

! ! !
!
1
3( pi • ri ) ri % ri2 pi
"
4 #$0 i
ri5

(34)

From the Lorentz relation, it is possible to compute the dielectric constant ε of a cubic structure

!
that is isotropic relative to a vacuum in terms of the macroscopic electric field.

"0 E + P
= 1+ #
"0 E
P
#=
= " $1
"0 E
Pµ = # µ% "0 E % ;"µ% = &µ% + # µ%

"=

(35)

Therefore, the dielectric constant ε in a ferroelectric will be approximately equal
!
to χ because ε ≈ 103 as in the materials under consideration.

1.5 FERROELECTRICS AND PIEZOELECTRICS
Ferroelectric materials are of concern due to their temperature dependent dielectric
constants, piezoelectric effect, and electro optical effects. The piezoelectric effect is the
phenomenon that occurs when a material physically changes shape when an external electric
field is applied, which is particularly useful in actuator applications4,5. A ferroelectric crystal still
has a internal electric dipole moment even when there is no external electric field.
Ferroelectricity disappears when the temperature exceeds the transition temperature. When a
crystal reaches a temperature above this transition (Curie Temperature), it is in the so called
paraelectric state, at which ε drops significantly and piezoelectricity dissipates. This means that
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there is rapid drop in the dielectric constant as the temperature increases. The exceptions to this
rule are certain crystals that do not experience a change in ferroelectric dipole moment when a
maximum electric field is applied.
These types of crystals experience a change in spontaneous moment when the temperature is
changed and are therefore called pyroelectric materials. A good example of pyroelectric crystal
is Lithium niobate LiNbO3. Lithium niobate is pyroelectric at room temperature.
Its transition temperature is 1480 K and can be poled by applying an electric field at a
temperature in excess of 1400K. Another good example of a pyroelectric, ferroelectric, and
piezoelectric material is Lead zirconate titanate PZT4.

Figure 5. A research study on resonance frequencies in a Journal of Physics article6 displayed
the above diagram regarding the connection between the dielectric constant and temperature in
Kelvin. It can be deduced from the diagram that the dielectric constant increases as temperature
increases to the point of approximately 539 K. At temperatures above 539 K, the dielectric
constant decreases as the temperature increases. It is also apparent that as frequency increases,
the dielectric constants decrease.
There are two major classes of ferroelectric materials: (1) order-disorder, and (2)
displacive. This character is defined in terms of the dynamics of lowest frequency phonon
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modes (soft modes). If a soft mode can propagate at the transition temperature, it is displacive.
If the soft mode does not propagate, there is really no phonon at all. However, there is only a
large amplitude hopping motion of ions between the wells, which are areas of non-propagation.
Hence, this type of crystal is of the order-disorder type. It should be noted that thermal motion
tends to destroy the ferroelectric order.

Table 2:
Material

Tc (Kelvin)

Ps (µC/cm/cm @T(K)

KH 2 PO4

123

4.75

{96}

KH 2 PO4

213

4.83

{180}

!

RbH 2 PO4

147

5.6

{90}

!

KH 2 AsO4

97

5.0

{78}

!

GeTe

670

Tri-glycine sulfate

322

2.8

{29}

Tri-glycine selenate

295

3.2

{283}

BaTiO3

408

26.0

{296}

KNbO3

708

30.0

{523}

!

PbTiO3

765

>50

{296}

!

LiTaO3

938

50

!

LiNbO3

1480

71

{296}

!

PIC181

606

-

-

KDP type

TGS !
type

Perovskites

!
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Table 2. Listed are the types of ferroelectric crystals with their Curie Temperature and their
spontaneous polarization in SI units3. Additionally, PZT-5H is also part of the perovskite
family4, therefore PIC181 is added to the table along with its Curie Temperature7.
The displacive ferroelectrics are most closely related to perovskite and ilmenite
structures. Lithium Niobate has the largest transition temperature and the largest spontaneous
polarization.

1.6 ACOUSTIC WAVES IN SOLIDS
1.6.1 TYPES OF ACOUSTIC WAVES
There are several different types of acoustic waves. Bulk acoustic waves (BAW) are
waves that propagate through a medium without boundaries. An example of bulk acoustic waves
is shown as follows:
Z
PZT MATERIAL

No Boundaries

BULK WAVES

X

Figure 6. Above are bulk waves propagating in the x-direction inside PZT material. It should be
noted that there is no particular boundary that confines the wave propagation.
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Surface acoustic waves (SAW) are waves that propagate along the boundary of an elastic
medium7, best exemplified by examples of seismic waves.
Z

X
Elliptical Motion
Figure 7. Shown above are common types of seismic surface waves8. P-waves are longitudinal
waves, S-waves are shear waves, Love waves have particle motion horizontal and perpendicular
to the direction of propagation, and Rayleigh waves have elliptical particle motion vertical and
parallel to the direction of propagation.
Plate acoustic waves (PAW) are acoustic waves that propagate through thin plates of solid
material and have applications that pertain to the particular research at hand.
There are two types of plate acoustic waves: Shear horizontal waves and Lamb waves9.
Shear horizontal waves have a displacement that occurs parallel to the plate and perpendicular to
the direction of wave propagation.
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Z
PZT MATERIAL

Y

X
SHEAR HORIZONTAL WAVES

Uy
k

Figure 8. Shear horizontal waves are shown which have displacement Uy in the y direction
(parallel to the PZT plate) and they propagate in the x direction (perpendicular to the plate). The
propagation direction is designated by the k vector. Note: the PZT plate is thin with a finite
boundary, so it fits with the definition of plate acoustic waves.
Lamb acoustic waves are waves that have two coupled components of displacement9. One
displacement is in the vertical direction and the other is in the longitudinal direction or direction
of wave propagation10. In piezoelectric plates, components of displacement and components of
electric field are related via piezoelectric constants. This implies that the acoustic displacement
can be excited by an electric field. Both lamb waves and shear horizontal waves are sensitive to
stress imposed by an external force11. The tension, stress, electric field, and displacement are
related by the equations of motion which are solved for by the method of partial waves.
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Z
Y

Uz
kShear
Uy

kLamb
Ux

X

Figure 9. This figure represents Lamb waves propagating through a rectangular waveguide of
thickness d, with the z-direction as the vertical axis and the x-direction as the horizontal axis12.
The dotted lines are the longitudinal components and the solid lines are the Shear components.
Both components propagate along the horizontal axis (x-axis).
1.6.2 METHOD OF PARTIAL WAVES
The partial wave method involves considering each component separately, typically SH
modes, which have a propagation vector in the sagittal plane (plane of the paper zx) and a
polarization vector perpendicular to it, or sagittal wave modes, which have both propagation
vectors in the x direction and polarization vectors in the z direction1. These components each
have a common wave vector β which points in the direction of propagation along the waveguide
axis. These transverse components can be real or imaginary.
The possible modes within the waveguide are then found by the so called transverse
resonance condition, which leads to low frequency cutoff conditions and other higher order
modes coming into play as frequency is increased. Therefore, slowness curves will become
helpful in visualizing waveguide problems.
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The partial wave method begins with defining the partial waves1.

v = v y particle velocity in the SH mode

(36)

Then, the particle velocities of the incident and reflected waves are defined.

!

v i = Aexp j("ktsz + #x)
v r = Bexp j(+ktsz + #x)

(37)

A and B are contants, kts is the transverse wave number of the shear component along the
!
vertical direction (z), β is the common wave number along the direction of propagation (x), and j
!
is the notation in for an imaginary number. The stress free boundary conditions on reflection are

as follows:

Tzz = 0
Txz = 0

at z = +/- b/2

(38)

After applying the symmetry principle B = +/- A, the boundary conditions on reflection at z =
b/2, where b is the thickness of the plate, and v i = v r are applied.

* $k b
* $k b
''± Aexp," j& ts + #x )/ = Aexp," j& ts + #x )/
(.
(.
+ !% 2!
+ % 2

(39)

From this step, the transverse resonance condition can be deduced.

!

exp( jktsb) = ±1
n#
" kts =
,n = 0,1,2,...
b

The transverse resonance condition states that resonances at multiples of λ/2, which are

!
compatible with the boundary conditions, can occur. In other words, incident shear and
longitudinal partial waves must reconstruct themselves after successive reflections from the
lower and upper boundary surfaces. This gives Lamb waves a dispersive nature.
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(40)

Figure 10. Dispersion curves for a traction free aluminum plate: (a) phase velocity dispersion
curves; (b) group velocity dispersion curves13.

The dispersion relation is then deduced along with slowness description1.
2
# 2 & n% ) # 2
" = 2 $ ( + = 2 $ kts2
Vs ' b * Vs
2
n

!
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(41)

β = ω/Vs where Vs is the shear wave velocity. Solutions for the particle velocity can be formed
from partial wave solutions.

+ n" $ b '
.
v n = cos- & z # ) exp(# j* n )0
, b % 2(
/

(42)

This equation was formed by adding the incident and reflected velocities, applying boundary

!
conditions, and using equations
(30)-(32). Finally, appropriate stress from Hooke’s law must be
determined,

Tyz = "

/
n# c 44 , n# % b (
sin. ' z " * exp(" j+ n )1
b j$ - b & 2 )
0

(43)

This equation is determined by taking partial derivatives of the velocity in equation (33) and

!
applying the equation
for Hooke’s Law.

Tij = c ijkl Skl

(12)

Here, the S tensor is the deformation (partial derivative of the velocity), the c tensor is the elastic

! tensor. The partial wave modes now have a longitudinal
stiffness tensor, and T is the stress
component and a transverse component in the zx plane and must obey the previously discussed
symmetry relations. The velocity fields can then be determined for each component.

r
r
vxi = Al exp( − jkli gr ), Bl exp( − jklr gr )longitudinal
r r
r r
vzi = As exp( − jk si gr ), Bs exp( − jk sr gr )shear
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(44)

The symmetry conditions and the reflection condition at z = -b/2 give equation (45).

Bl = ± Al & Bs = ± As
# A exp( jklib /2)& #RLL
" ±% l
(=%
$ As exp( jksib /2)' $RSL

RLS &# Al exp() jk lrb /2)&
(%
(
RSS '$ As exp() jksrb /2)'

(45)

Setting the determinant to zero yields the following relation:

!

RLL = "RSS
2
RLL
+ RLS RSL

.

(46)

b
2
# ±RLL =
b
sin(k tl " kts )
2
sin(k tl + kts )

Then, by applying trigonometric identities, the Rayleigh-Lamb dispersion equations are derived:

!

tan(ktsb / 2)
4 β 2k k
= − 2 tl 2ts 2
tan(ktl b / 2)
(kts − β )
tan(ktsb / 2)
(kts2 − β 2 )
=−
tan(ktl b / 2)
4 β 2ktl kts
(47)

Finally, setting β=0 yields a result of 0 for symmetric modes and ∞ for antisymmetric modes.
This can be seen by setting b =∞, and this results in only reflected amplitudes with no incident
waves. Hence the dispersion equation becomes:
4 " R2# ts# tl = (# ts2 + " R2 ) 2

# tl = " R2 $ k tl2
2
R

# ts = " $ k

.

2
ts

!
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(48)

Figure 11. Shown above is the difference between the symmetric and asymmetric modes in
general14. It can be observed that the symmetric modes have bending without stretching, and the
asymmetric modes have stretching without bending.
Table 3:
Order of Mode

Type of Mode

Wave Type

Zero Order Mode

A0 Antisymmetrical

Transverse (function of freq.)

S0 Symmetrical

Longitudinal

SS0 Shear Symmetrical

Transverse

SH0 Shear Horizontal

Transverse

SA1 Shear Antisymmetrical

Transverse

A1 Antisymmetrical

Longitudinal

S1 Symmetrical

Longitudinal

SS1 Shear Symmetrical

Transverse

SH1 Shear Horizontal

Transverse

2nd Order

S2 Symmetrical

Longitudinal

.

.

.

.

.

.

1st Order

Table 3. Lower order modes commonly analyzed and obtained from the dispersion relation are
listed above1.
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1.7 APPLICATIONS
The study of plate waves in piezoelectric wafers has been conducted for various
applications in acoustics, and acousto-optics and electronics15. They have been studied in
periodically poled piezoelectric crystals for decades16. Researchers have found that the
dispersion characteristics of Lamb waves in an aluminum plate with periodic grooving depend
on the period and depth of the grooves17. Reflection of waves propagating in a direction
perpendicular to the corrugations has been found and explained by interaction of the mode with a
phonon, where a distortion in the dispersion curves of guided waves is reported18. This has
applications in the field of non-destructive testing.
The periodic structures may be fabricated by acid etching techniques or by applying an
electric field to the crystalline plate, also referred to as poling19. A multidomain structure has
been fabricated in ferroelectric ceramics and ferroelectric domains may be present in a single
crystal as defects that crop up during the growing of a crystal20. This has been observed in
lithium niobate crystals and has applications in acoustical memory21. The frequencies of
resonance vibrations measured in periodically poled crystals are related to the periodicity of the
ferroelectric domains22,23. The plate acoustic wave modes in the periodically poled crystal can be
investigated by measuring the acoustical displacement and electric potential on the surface of the
plate. A popular advanced method for measuring acoustical displacement is scanning electron
microscopy24. There are various applications to periodically poled ferroelectrics. Periodically
poled ferroelectrics have been used for laser second harmonic generation25, for wavelengthtunable filtering26, in optical detectors27, and for bulk wave transducers28.
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1.8 CANTILEVERS
The cantilevers are a very important class of short waveguides in which the standing
acoustic waves/vibrations may be excited at certain frequencies. Piezoelectric cantilevers are the
key components of microelectromechanical systems with various applications, which include
atomic force microscopy29, detection of chemical compounds30, and the actuation of wing
flapping mechanisms in micromechanical robotic insects31,32. In micromechanical insect
prototype applications, rectangular cantilever dimensions are oblong in shape and transverse
vibration is utilized33. Contradiction: For a robo-insect a higher frequency of wing vibration is
necessary, which requires a smaller cantilever thickness, but for a better performance (take-off
speed, etc.) a thin actuator is not good. Cantilevers that are less oblong in shape may also be
good microactuators when the longitudinal displacement is utilized34. The piezoelectric material,
polyvinylidene flouride (PVDF), has been used to demonstrate this effect to some extent by
designing a system with a three layer PVDF-shim metal composite laminate, which lead to a
PVDF modal actuator prototype35. Also implemented were two inversely poled PVDF-films
situated side-by-side on the shim metal along the structure width36. In reference [35], a bimorph
PVDF actuator was proposed and calculated by using the Finite Element Method (FEM). The
FEM was also used to calculate proper electrode patterns of a three layer PVDF laminate
composite plate37. Additionally, in references [34, 35, & 36], a low frequency region of hundreds
of Hertz was considered and used in the experiments. However, the actuation effect that has been
established could be much further enhanced if a material with a higher piezoelectric coupling
coefficient than PVDF is used, for example PZT. Despite the fact that it is a bulk material,
nowadays the so called nano-ceramic can be found on the market place, which opens new
perspectives for modern applications.
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Different types of PZT ceramic are commonly used in cantilevers due to the high
piezoelectric coupling of this material. A cantilever normally utilizes the zeroth order vibration
mode A0 with the dominant displacement in the direction perpendicular to the piezoelectric plate.
In a plate that is less oblong, the longitudinal mode S0 may cause the total displacement to be in
the longitudinal direction.
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1.9 GOALS OF RESEARCH
Despite the importance of plate waves in piezoelectric wafers and the different types of
PZT ceramics used in cantilever research, cantilever mechanisms are inhibited. Piezoelectric
plates tend to be less oblong in shape, such that vibrations may not be significant enough to be
useful or even observed. The goals of the research in this thesis can be summarized by the
following points: (1) To investigate the multidomain ferroelectric cantilever, which may allow
to solve the problem of “limited thickness but at the same time higher vibration frequency.”
(2) To investigate the acoustic properties of a high quality PZT-5H (PIC-181) that is used for
actuating wing flapping in micro-robo-insects, and (3) To make computer simulation for finding
best conditions for the respectively high frequency vibrations (>1 KHz) in respectively not-thin
(> 0.5 mm) ) cantilevers of a high quality PZT-5H (PIC-181) that is used for actuating wing
flapping in micro-robo-insects.
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II. DETERMINING MATERIAL CONSTANTS: METHOD AND RESULTS
2.1 ADIABATIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND ELECTRODYNAMICS FOR
PIEZOELECTRIC PIC-181
The piezoelectric equations are derived from the thermodynamic equations for Gibbs
Free Energy and Helmholtz Free Energy38.

dG = − Si dTi − DmdEm − BmdH m − σ dθ
dH A = − Si dTi − DmdEm − BmdH m − θ dσ

(49)

dQ = θ dσ = 0 ⇒ Adiabatic
In equation (37), Si is the strain tensor, Ti is the stress tensor, Dm is the charge density tensor, Bm
is the magnetic field tensor, HA is the Helmholtz free energy tensor, Em is the electric field tensor,

θ is the temperature tensor, Q is the heat tensor, and σ is the entropy tensor.
There are four types of piezoelectric equations that are typically used.

S = s ET + d t E
T

D = dT + ε E

(50)

The tensors are listed without indices, where S = Skl is the strain tensor, E = Ei is the electric
E
field tensor, T = Tij is the stress tensor, D = D j is the charge density tensor, s E = sijkl
is the

compliance constant tensor with constant electric field, ε T = ε ijT such that D j = ε ij Ei is the
permittivity tensor with constant stress, d = d ni is the piezoelectric stress constant tensor, and

d t is d transpose.

S = s DT + gt D
E = − gT + β T D
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(51)

T
D
where: s D = sijkl
is the compliance constant tensor with constant charge density, β T = β nm
is the

dielectric impermeability tensor with constant stress, g = gni is the piezoelectric voltage constant
tensor, and gt is g transpose.

T = c E S + et E
D = eS + " S E

(52)

S
E
where: c E = cijkl
is the elastic stiffness constant tensor with constant electric field, ε S = ε nm
is the

!
permittivity tensor at constant strain, e = eni is the piezoelectric stress constant tensor, and et is
e transpose.

T = c D S − ht D
E = −hS + β S D

(53)

D
where: c D = cijkl
is the elastic stiffness constant tensor under constant charge density,
S
is the dielectric impermeability tensor at constant strain, h = hni another type of
β S = β nm

piezoelectric constant tensor, and ht is h transpose.
The four piezoelectric constants are related in the following manner.
T
d mi = ε nm
g ni = emj s Eji
T
g mi = β nm
d ni = hmj s Dji
S
emi = ε nm
hni = d mj c Eji
S
hmi = β nm
eni = g mj c Dji

The index structure is m, n = 1, 2, 3 and i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
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(54)

2.2 SYMMETRY OF SOLIDS, CRYSTALS, AND CERAMICS
There are several types of symmetries involved in piezoelectric materials2.

Trigonal

Hexagonal

Figure 12. Shown above are some of the common symmetries of crystalline structures39. The
trigonal and hexagonal lattice structures are added as well.
Two common types of piezoelectric materials often studied are Lithium Niobate and PZT-5H.
Lithium Niobate is a trigonal system that has been used in the study of ultrasonic transducers3,
and PZT-5H is a hexagonal system that has been used in the study of piezoelectric multidomain
actuators40. The symmetry of various types of lattice structures allows for less calculation when
material constants need to be determined. This is because certain matrix components may be
identical or equal to zero. The principle of symmetry applies to all of the material constant
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matrices and can be referenced in various texts regarding acoustics of solid state materials. One
S
example of the effect of symmetry is the permittivity tensor ε S = ε nm
and is shown as follows2:

Triclinic

ε

S
nm

=ε

T
nm

⎛ ε11 ε12 ε13 ⎞
= ⎜⎜ ε12 ε 22 ε 23 ⎟⎟
⎜ ε
⎟
⎝ 13 ε 23 ε 33 ⎠

(55)

Monoclinic

ε

S
nm

=ε

T
nm

⎛ ε11 0 ε13 ⎞
= ⎜⎜ 0 ε 22 0 ⎟⎟
⎜ ε
⎟
⎝ 13 0 ε 33 ⎠

(56)

Orthorhombic

ε

S
nm

=ε

T
nm

0 ⎞
⎛ ε11 0
⎜
= ⎜ 0 ε 22 0 ⎟⎟
⎜ 0
0 ε 33 ⎟⎠
⎝

(57)

Hexagonal, Trigonal, and Tetragonal

ε

S
nm

=ε

T
nm

⎛ ε11 0 0 ⎞
= ⎜⎜ 0 ε11 0 ⎟⎟
⎜ 0 0 ε ⎟
33 ⎠
⎝

(58)

Cubic, Isotropic

S
T
ε nm
= ε nm

⎛ ε11 0 0 ⎞
= ⎜⎜ 0 ε11 0 ⎟⎟ .
⎜ 0 0 ε ⎟
11 ⎠
⎝

(59)

This principle of symmetry also applies to the other material constant matrices as well, which is
of the benefit that specific matrix elements may be equal to each other.
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2.3 MATERIAL CONSTANT DETERMINATION FOR PIC-181
The adiabatic equations in tensor form with subscripts omitted38, which were used for
Finite Element method calculations, are as follows:

T = c E S + et E
D = eS + " S E

(60)

where S = Skl is the strain tensor, E = Eim is the electric field tensor, T = Tij is the stress tensor,

!
E
is the elastic stiffness constant tensor with constant
D = Dij is the charge density tensor, c E = cijkl
S
electric field, ε S = ε nm
is the permittivity tensor with constant strain, e = eni is the piezoelectric

stress constant tensor, and et is e transpose.
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The sample analyzed in this research was a ceramic wafer named PIC-181, which was
produced by the company PI Piezotechnology in Germany. It should be noted that PIC-181 has
a density closest to PZT-5H. Specific quantities from PI Piezotechnology were used to calculate
the material constants7.

Table 4:

Parameter
Permittivity
w/Constant T

Symbol
ε 33T / ε 0

Units

ε 11T / ε 0
Piezoelectric Strain
Constants

Piezoelectric
Voltage Constants

d 31

1500
10-12 C/N

-120

d 33

265

d15

475

g 31

10-3 Vm/N

g 33
Elastic Compliance
Constants
w/Constant E

Physical Quantity
1200

S11E

-11.2
25

10-12 m2/N

S 33E

11.8
14.2

Table 4. The quantities selected from the parameters from PI Piezotechnology for the PIC-181
ceramic. The values for these material constants were used to calculate the remaining needed
constants by symmetry and piezoelectric constant tensor relationships.
Since there were only certain material constants given by the company, the remaining
material constants needed to be calculated based on numerical relationships and symmetries.
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PZT-5H is known to have hexagonal symmetry38, therefore the following system was used to
determine necessary material constants2,38:

⎛ c11
⎜ c
⎜ 12
⎜ c
cijE = ⎜ 13
⎜ 0
⎜ 0
⎜
⎝ 0

ε

S
nm

=ε

T
nm

c12
c11
c13

c13
c13
c33

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

c44
0

0
c44

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
0 ⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
c66 ⎠

⎛ ε11 0 0 ⎞
= ⎜⎜ 0 ε11 0 ⎟⎟
⎜ 0 0 ε ⎟
33 ⎠
⎝

⎛ e31 e31 e33 0 0 0 ⎞
eni = ⎜⎜ 0 0 0 e15 0 0 ⎟⎟ .
⎜ 0 0 0 0 e 0 ⎟
15
⎝
⎠

(61)

(62)

(63)

The stiffness constants cijE were determined using the hexagonal symmetry relationships2.

s = s33 ( s11 + s12 ) − 2 s132
c11 + c12 =

s33
s

c11 − c12 =

1
s11 − s12

− s13
s
s11 + s12
c33 =
s
1
c44 =
s44
c13 =

(64)

1
c66 = ( c11 − c12 )
2
By inspection of these known equations and the given material constants from PI
Piezotechnology, it was determined that the values for c44 , s44 , and s12 were needed.
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The following well known ratios were calculated2:

c44
s
s
= .182 , 11 = .379 , and 12 = −.230 for
c11
s44
s33

PZT-5H. The remaining piezoelectric stress tensor components eni were computed via the
relationship38 eni = d nj ( s Eji ) −1 (65). The final material constants were calculated as follows.
Table 5:
Material Constant

Numerical Value

Units

ε 11S

1.063

10-8 C2/Nm2

ε 33S

1.328

10-8 C2/Nm2

e31

-10.169

C/m2

e33

18.662

C/m2

e15

15.269

C/m2

c11E

21.130

1010 N/m2

c12E

14.430

1010 N/m2

c13E

15.997

1010 N/m2

E
c33

21.409

1010 N/m2

E
c44

3.215

1010 N/m2

E
c66

1.585

1010 N/m2

Table 5. Values for the material constants entered into the computer code for numerical
simulation via the Finite Element Method.
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2.4 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD FOR MEASURING SPEED OF SOUND
It has been established in the theory section that c44 and c11 material constants and the density
are related to the speed of sound. Hence, accurate measurements of the speed of sound in PIC181 can be advantageous in understanding the numerical PIC-181 cantilever simulation. The
value computed from vl =

c11

ρ

⇒ c11 = vl2 ρ the longitudinal component of the speed of sound is

4.6 km/s.
Measurements for resonance and anti-resonance frequencies of different PIC samples at
various potentials were taken via the R3131A device which follows the following circuit
diagram.

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
ADVANTEST-R3131

upper contact
sample

bottom contact
Figure 13. Shown is the circuit diagram of the R3131A device where it is connected to a sample
holder of which there is a gap between the upper and bottom electrodes where the sample is
placed inside and the connection is then established.
The PIC samples were then placed in an apparatus with the following configurations: (1)
bottom contact mechanism without clay attached to the edges of the sample, (2) no bottom
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contact mechanism with clay attached to the edges of the sample and the bottom plate of the
apparatus for comparison to show the importance of bottom contact, and (3) bottom contact
mechanism with clay only attached to the sides of the samples to control horizontal vibrations
interfering with the measurement giving two anti-resonance frequency points.
Upper
contact

Clay on
sides and
bottom

Sample

1

Bottom
Contact

2

Clay
on
sides

3

Figure 14. Shown above are the sample holders that were used to take the measurements of the
PIC samples: (1) bottom contact mechanism without clay, (2) no bottom contact mechanism,
and (3) bottom contact mechanism with clay.
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Measurements were then taken of the following samples.
Table 6.
PIC-181 SAMPLES MEASURED WITH DIMENESIONS LISTED
Sample

Measured f (MHZ)

Thickness t(mm)

Diameter d (mm)

PIC-4D

fr and fa

0.69

15.95

PIC-5D

fr and fa

0.69

15.95

PIC-7

fa at subresonance

0.7(0.69)

15.96

PIC-8

fa at subresonance

2.07

20.00

PIC-6

fa near main minimum

0.67

15.96

PIC-7

fa main minimum

0.7(0.69)

15.96

PIC-8

fa main minimum

2.07

20.00

PIC-9

fa main minimum

2.065 (+/- 0.005)

24.96

PIC-4D-R1

fa main minimum

0.69

15.95

PIC-4D

fa main minimum

0.69

15.95

PIC-4D

fa main minimum

0.69

15.95

PIC-9

fa main minimum

2.065 (+/- 0.005)

24.96

PIC-8

fa main minimum

2.07

20.00

PIC-4D w/o clay

fa main minimum

0.69

15.95

PIC-4D w/clay

fa main minimum

0.69

15.95

(no bottom contact)
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Radial Vibrations
Y (f)

fr1

fr2

fr3

Longitudinal
Vibrations
fa

kHz
MHz
f (MHz)
0

1

3

4

Figure 15. The well known response vs. frequency is presented in the above diagram where
Y=Z-1, fr is the resonance frequency, and fa= the anti-resonance frequency1,2,3.
Upon measurement of anti-resonance in the MHz-range and kHz-range resonance frequencies
in various PIC-181 samples, the longitudinal and radial components of the speed of sound were
calculated using the following equations:

Vl = 2 × t × f a

(87)

2π r0
× f r1
2.05
2π r0
Vr =
× fr2
5.39
2π r0
Vr =
× fr3
7.57

(88)

Vr =

where t is the thickness of the sample, r0 is the radius of the sample,

2π r0
Y0E
, Y0E is Young’s Modulus, and ρ is the density38.
Vr =
× f r1 =
2
2.05
(1 − σ ) ρ
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The calculations of log (Y=Z-1) for PIC-4D with K2 = 0.144 by “Mathematica” give the
following dependency of Y vs. reduced frequency, which is equal to π/2 at the anti-resonance
frequency fa.
100
10
1
0.1
1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65

Figure 16. Results of calculations of log (Y=Z-1) for PIC-4D with K2 = 0.144. The piezoelectric
coupling coefficient was calculated via the well known equation K2 = π/2 x (fr / fa) cot [π/2 x (fr /
fa)]. Reduced frequency (π/2) at anti-resonance occurs when an acoustic wavelength is equal to
plate thickness (d) exactly.
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2.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results taken with the help of the spectrum analyzer “ADVANTESTR3131” are presented in this section. By the data in Fig. 17, the speed of longitudinal waves is
measured.

Figure 17. The anti-resonance frequency is shown at fa=3.223 MHz for PIC-4D with the bottom
contact mechanism removed. The radial modes are suppressed. The longitudinal speed of sound
was then found via anti-resonance to be Vl = 4.448 km/s, which was slightly less than PIC-4D
with the bottom contact mechanism.
By the data in figures 18, 19, a speed of radial vibrations is measured.
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Figure 18. The 1st resonance frequency is shown at fr= 139.2 kHz for PIC-4D without clay
attached to the sides. The radial speed of sound was then found via resonance to be Vr = 3.415
km/s at the marker position of 139.2 kHz.

Figure 19. The 1st resonance frequency is shown at fr= 139.2 kHz for PIC-4D with clay attached
to the sides. The radial speed of sound was then found via resonance to be Vr = 3.415 km/s at
108.4 mV. Note: The speed of radial vibrations is the same as without clay, but the antiresonance experimental values are much lower due to the absorption of the radial vibrations.
If the sample damping by the clay is removed, then a significant interaction between the
longitudinal and radial vibrations happened, which results in the double-minima for the antiresonance frequencies as shown in Fig. 20.

As in Fig 16:
Q ~ 3.29 MHz/60 kHz = 55

Figure 20. The anti-resonance frequency is shown at fa=3.290 MHz for PIC-4D-R1. The
longitudinal speed of sound was then found via anti-resonance to be Vl = 4.540 km/s, which is
quite different from the accepted speed value of 4.448 km/s.
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The next sample, PIC-181-5D gives a very close result for the speed of longitudinal waves
shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21. The anti-resonance frequency is shown at two points, (1) fa=3.247 MHz and (2)
fa=3.288 MHz, for the PIC-181-5D sample. The longitudinal speed of sound was then found to
be (1) Vl = 4.446 km/s. It should be noted that the second anti-resonance frequency may be due
to the horizontal vibrations of the sample.
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The data taken from the samples PIC-6 – PIC-9 are presented below in figures 22 through 25,
respectively.

Figure 22. The anti-resonance frequency is shown at fa=3.356MHz for PIC-6 near main
minimum. The longitudinal speed of sound was then found via anti-resonance to be Vl = 4.700
km/s.

Figure 23. The anti-resonance frequency is shown at fa=3.220 MHz for PIC-7 near main
minimum. The longitudinal speed of sound was then found via anti-resonance to be Vl = 4.508
km/s.
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Figure 24. The anti-resonance frequency is shown at fa=1.152 MHz for PIC-8 at main minimum.
The longitudinal speed of sound was then found via anti-resonance to be Vl = 4.802 km/s.

Figure 25. The anti-resonance frequency is shown at fa=1.137 MHz for PIC-9 at main minimum.
The longitudinal speed of sound was then found via anti-resonance to be Vl = 4.697 km/s. In this
sample, the radial vibrations were suppressed by damping clay attached around the sample to its
surface.
The general conclusion can be made, that the samples are out of two different batches of
crystal fabrication. Samples #4, #5, and #7 are measured to have similar longitudinal wave speed
of (4.448 +/- 0.003) km/s, but the samples #6 and #8 have slightly higher velocity of (4.75 +/0.05) km/s, which may be explained by their fabrication under different conditions.
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III. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
3.1 FEM BASICS
3.1.1 METHOD OF TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS
The Finite Element Method is a common method used in analyzing the deformation of
solids, because it can be used with any type of geometry, and it can be used for just about any
differential equation, which analytic methods have failed to solve41.

The basic principle of the

Finite Element Method is to divide a region of space that is not geometrically regular into
smaller geometrically regular elements. Specifically, a two dimensional rectangular body can be
divided up into triangular elements. The following is an example of a two dimensional
rectangular mesh similar to the one used in the simulation of the PIC-181 cantilever:
Z axis

X axis

Figure 26. Above is a two dimensional rectangular mesh simulating a ZX cut ceramic plate.
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The components of the displacement vector ui that form the coordinate points of each triangle are
simply added up numerically during computer simulation41. In a two dimensional finite element,
each corner of the triangle has two displacement vectors associated with it.
The components are then weighted by a pyramid function N1, N2, or N3 respectively and
will be described in the following situation:
Z axis

uz = U6
ux = U5
uz = U4

uz = U2
ux = U3

ux = U1

X axis

Figure 27. Single triangular element with nodal points used in the calculations.
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The two dimensional form of the displacement interpolation function in this case is41:

ux = N iU 2i −1 + N jU 2 j −1 + N kU 2 k −1
uz = N iU 2i + N jU 2 j + N kU 2 k
i =1

(66)

j=2
k = 3.
The pyramid functions N m , where m = i, j, and k, are

1
1
1
(am + bm x + cm z ), N j =
(a j + b j x + c j z ), N k =
(ak + bk x + ck z )
2A
2A
2A
⎛ ai ⎞ ⎛ x j zk − xk z j ⎞ ⎛ a j ⎞ ⎛ xk zi − xi zk ⎞ ⎛ ak ⎞ ⎛ xi z j − x j zi ⎞
⎜ b ⎟ = ⎜ z − z ⎟ , ⎜ b ⎟ = ⎜ z − z ⎟ , ⎜ b ⎟ = ⎜ z − z ⎟
j
k
j
⎟ ⎜ j ⎟ ⎜ k i ⎟ ⎜ k ⎟ ⎜ i
⎟
⎜ i ⎟ ⎜
⎜ c ⎟ ⎜ x − x ⎟ ⎜ c ⎟ ⎜ x − x ⎟ ⎜ c ⎟ ⎜ x − x ⎟
j
k
⎝ i ⎠ ⎝ k
⎠ ⎝ k ⎠ ⎝ j i ⎠
⎠ ⎝ j ⎠ ⎝ i
A = bi c j − b j ci .
Ni =

(67)

It should be noted that a, b, and c are constants.
This method of splitting a rectangular mesh with square cells into smaller triangles and
summing the displacement is used in the numerical simulation of the PIC181 cantilever. It
should be noted that the Finite Element Method works just as well with a deformed mesh.
Therefore, it is an appropriate method for analysis of the cantilever model.
3.1.2 FEM APPLIED TO PIC-181 CANTILEVERS
The Finite Element code was used to determine u x and uz displacement. This code was
previously used to calculate dispersion curves for acoustic modes in multidomain ferroelectric
plates42, as well as the u x and uz displacement of a similar PZT cantilever made with a different
PZT-5H for a single domain and multidomain crystal40.
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The most fundamental starting point in this Finite Element is the following two equations5.

⎞
∂ 2ui ∂Tij
∂ ⎛
∂uk
=
=
− ekij Ek ⎟ Equation of Motion
⎜ cijkl
2
∂t
∂x j ∂x j ⎝
∂xl
⎠

(68)

∂Di
∂
∂u
=
(eikl k + ε ikS Ek ) = 0 Gauss’s Law (Piezoelectric)
∂xi ∂xi
∂xl

(69)

ρ

In equations (9) and (10), ui is the acoustic displacement, Di is the electric displacement tensor,

Ek is the electric field tensor, cijkl is the elastic stiffness constant tensor, ekij is the piezoelectric
constant tensor, and ε ikS is the dielectric permittivity tensor. The index structure is designated by
i, j, k, l = 1, 2, and 3. Both of these equations can be written in condensed form.

ρ

∂ 2ui ∂τ ij
=
∂t 2
∂x j

⎛ T ⎞

τ ij = ⎜ ⎟
D
⎝

(70)

(71)

⎠

It should be noted that the stress tensor T = Tij and the electric displacement tensor D = Di are
written without indices in this form.
If a general form of displacement is introduced, equations (70) and (71) can be written in
the form of the stiffened Christoffel equation2.

⎡⎣ Γ pl − δ pl ρVp2 ⎤⎦ u0l = 0

(72)

In the stiffened Christoffel equation, ρ is the density, δ pl is the Kronecker delta matrix, V p is the
phase velocity, u0l is the general form of displacement, and Γ pl are the Christoffel symbols with
indices p, l = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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The displacement is written as u0l = Al exp[l β (V pt − x1 − α x3 )] (73), where Al are constants, β is
the propagation constant, α is the partial propagation constant, x1 corresponds to the x direction,
and x3 corresponds to the z direction in a ZX coordinate plane. In this notation, u01 = ux ,

u02 = u y , u03 = uz are the displacments, and u04 = φ is the electric potential. The Christoffel
symbols represent the material constants and coordinate transformation where indices i, j = 1, 2,
3 and p, l = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Γ pl = ciplj Rij
Γ p 4 = Γ 4 p = eijp Rij
Γ 44 = −ε ij Rij

(74)

Rij = (α 2 xi x j + α ( xi β j + x j β i ) + β i β j )
r
xi = xi normalized
The partial wave method is then applied where the boundary conditions are imposed.

Ti 3 z =± b = 0
2

D3 z =± b ±0 = 0

(75)

2

The boundary condition equations are then solved numerically via the dispersion relation
equation.

⎡⎣k 2Γ pl − δ pl ρω 2 ⎤⎦ u0l = 0 , where k is the wave number and ω is the frequency

(76)

From this equation, the phase velocity and propagation constants β (ω) are calculated to find the
dispersion curves.
3.1.3 HAMILTON VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE
The solution to the two dimensional Finite Element model is based on the Hamilton
Variational Principle, which can be stated in a concise form43.
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t2

δ ∫ L[ q(t ), q&(t ), t ]dt = 0
t1

δ q(t1 ) = δ q(t2 ) = 0

(77)

L = T −U
In the above equation, L is the Lagrangian, T is the kinetic energy, U is the potential energy, q is
the coordinate variable, δ q(t1 ) = δ q(t2 ) states that the variation at t1 equals the variation at t2 , t is
time, q&is the time derivative of the coordinate variable, and the integral of the Lagrangian with
respect to time is called the action. The Hamilton Variational Principle states that the dynamical
trajectory for any given path between the fixed endpoints q(t1 ) and q(t2 ) makes the action an
extremum or stationary. This means the change in the action is set equal to zero.
The Hamilton Variational Principle as it is applied to the Finite Element code is:

δ ∫ ( Ekinetic + Eelectrodynamic − Eelastic − W )dt = 0

(78)

where E stands for energy and W stands for the electromechanical excitation energy. The kinetic
energy is

Ekinetic =

1
ρ u&2dxdz
∫∫
2

(79)

where ρ stands for density and u&is the time derivative of displacement. The energy of the
electric field is38,41

Eelectrodynamic =

1
D ⋅ Edxdz
2 ∫∫

where D is the electric displacement matrix and E is the electric field matrix.
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(80)

The elastic energy is

Eelastic =

1
S t ⋅ Tdxdz
∫∫
2

(81)

where S t is the transpose strain matrix and T is the stress matrix. The excitation energy is

W = ∫ φ qdx = ∫ u t ⋅ Fdz

(82)

where q is a periodic charge, φ is the electric potential, u t is the displacement transpose matrix,
and F is the force on the plate surface. This minimization of the total energy, equation (78) is
what is solved numerically in the Finite Element code.
3.1.3 THE B-MATRIX AND NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF DISPLACEMENT
The Hamilton Variational Principle is applied. In the Finite Element Method, this is
called the minimization of the functional, which is the basic equation that is solved for by the
code.

1
1
⎛ 1
⎞
ρ u&2dxdz + ∫∫ D ⋅ Edxdz − ∫∫ S t ⋅ Tdxdz − ∫ u t ⋅ Fdz ⎟dt = 0
∫∫
2
2
⎝ 2
⎠

δ ∫ ⎜

(83)

The minimization of the functional is accomplished through the construction of an element
matrix, which in this case is called the B matrix41. Starting with relationships (70) and (71),

⎛ T ⎞
∂ 2ui ∂τ ij
∂ ⎛ Tij ⎞ ⎛ Fij ⎞
, τ ij = ⎜ ⎟ we can write out the terms
ρ 2 =
⎜ D ⎟ = ⎜ q ⎟ = B where Fij is the force
∂t
∂x j
D
∂
x
j ⎠
⎝ ⎠
j ⎝
⎝ j ⎠
tensor and q j is the charge tensor.
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The B matrix is then formed by the following relationship.
⎛ ∂ 2
⎜ 2 ρ11
⎜ ∂t
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎜ 0
⎝

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

∂
ραβ
∂t 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

⋅.
2

∂2
ρ 22 0
∂t 2
0
⋅.
2

0

0

0

0

∂
ραβ
∂t 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

∂2
ρ 33 0
∂t 2
0
⋅.
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

∂
ραβ
∂t 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

∂2
ρ 44 0
∂t 2
0
⋅.
0

0

⎛ u11 ⎞ ⎛ F11 ⎞
⎞ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜ u1mxn ⎟ ⎜ F1mxn ⎟
⎟ ⎜ 1 ⎟ ⎜ 1 ⎟
⎟ ⎜ u2 ⎟ ⎜ F2 ⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
⎟ ⎜
. ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜ mxn ⎟ ⎜ mxn ⎟
⎟ ⎜ u2 ⎟ ⎜ F2 ⎟
⎟ ⎜ 1 ⎟ = ⎜ 1 ⎟ = B
u
F
0 ⎟ ⎜ 3 ⎟ ⎜ 3 ⎟
⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜
⎜ mxn ⎟
mxn ⎟
⎟ ⎜ u3 ⎟ ⎜ F3 ⎟
⎟ ⎜ 1 ⎟ ⎜ 1 ⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜ φ ⎟ ⎜ q ⎟
(84)
⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
0 ⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
.
.
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
∂2
ρ ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟ ⎜ . ⎟
2 αβ
∂t
⎠ ⎜ mxn ⎟ ⎜ mxn ⎟
⎝ φ ⎠ ⎝ q ⎠

( SparseMatrix ) • (Umatrix ) = ( Bmatrix )
The sparse matrix is a (4xmxn)x(4xmxn) matrix where α = mxn , β = mxn, and mxn is the
number of Finite Element points where the measurement is taken, i.e. in this case 1001 points.
It is from this relationship that the displacements are solved for by the matrix operations:

(Umatrix) = ( SparseMatrix)−1 • ( Bmatrix) ,
where the sparse matrix represents the ρ

∂2
matrix. The Finite Element Code then solves this
∂t 2

numerically. From the results of the displacement u0l , uz and u x displacements are plotted as
functions for frequency while u y components are ignored to create the two dimensional model of
a zx-cantilever as in figure 35.
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3.2 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PIC-181 CANTILEVERS
3.2.1 FEM MODEL OF A SINGLE DOMAIN PIC-181 CANTILEVER
The cantilever is modeled after a rectangular plate, dimensions 22.4mm x .7 mm x 3mm,
and is cut from a ceramic wafer named PIC-181, which was purchased from PI Piezotechnology
in Germany. The density for the material that was given by the company was ρ = 7.8 g/cm3.
This density is closest to PZT-5H38, which is known to be 7.75g/cm3.

Z

V

1 Domain PIC-181 Cantilever

uz

.7mm
ux

Ground

Polarization Vector
X

22.4mm

Figure 28. A single crystal cantilever composed of PIC-181 with length = 22.4mm (x direction),
thickness = .7mm (z direction), and width = 3 mm (y direction). Displacement in the uz and ux
directions is shown to occur at the tip.
3.2.2 Q FACTOR AND WAVE ATTENNUATION IN THE CANTILEVER MODEL
The quality factor for PIC-181 that is given by PI Piezotechnology is 2000, which is quite
high7. The attenuation factor relationship used in the Finite Element Method simulation is40:

δ=

1
2Q
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(85)

This quality factor is introduced into the Finite Element code by adding an imaginary part to the
stiffness constants, also called the loss.
E
E
E
cijkl
= c 'ijkl
+ ic ''ijkl
E
E
c ''ijkl
= δ c 'ijkl

(86)

Trials were run with the Finite Element Method with the following Q factors and attenuation.
Table 7:
Q Factor

Attenuation δ

50

.01

100

.005

500

.001

1000

.0005

1200

.000417

2000

.00025

Table 7. The Q factor and attenuation is shown to span a range from Q = 50 – 2000, and
δ = .01 - .00025. It can be observed that as the quality factor of the material increases, the
attenuation decreases, which implies that the amplitude of vibration in the z direction increases
as well.
3.2.3 SINGLE CRYSTAL CANTILEVERS WITH VARIOUS TYPES OF EXCITATION
It is implied that the amplitude of vibration in the z and x directions increases as the Q factor
increases. Another problem consists in electrode configuration. To demonstrate a pure effect of
the Q factor, single crystal cantilevers with two polarization vectors and three polarization
vectors in figures 36 and 37 are introduced, which will later be compared with multidomain
cantilevers. It is important to note that in the numerical simulation, the multiple polarization
vectors represent the smaller size of the top electrode.
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Z
.7mm

Single Crystal PIC181 Cantilever with
Two Polarization
Vectors

V

uz

ux

Ground
Polarization Vector
X

22.4mm

Figure 29. Shown above is the single crystal model of a PIC-181 cantilever (dimensions
22.4mm x .7mm) with two parallel polarization vectors. The direction of the polarization vector
is noted by the block arrows. Displacement in the uz and ux directions is shown to occur at the
tip. It should be noted that the top electrode size is smaller corresponding to the proportion of
the plate regarding the 1st polarization vector. The two polarization vectors show that a ceramic
body of the cantilever is pre-polarized in both parts including under the top electrode and without
the top electrode.
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Z
.7mm

Single Crystal PIC-181
Cantilever with Three
Polarization Vectors

V

uz

ux

Ground

X

Polarization Vector

22.4 mm

Figure 30. Shown above is the single crystal model of a PIC-181 cantilever (dimensions
22.4mm x .7mm) with three parallel polarization vectors. The direction of the polarization
vector is noted by the block arrows. Displacement in the uz and ux directions is shown to occur at
the tip. It should be noted that the top electrode size is smaller corresponding to the proportion
of the plate regarding the 1st polarization vector. The three polarization vectors show that a
ceramic body of the cantilever is pre-polarized in both parts including under the top electrode
and without the top electrode.
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3.2.4 MULTIDOMAIN STRUCTURE IN THE CANTILEVER MODELS
A cantilever normally vibrates in the z direction and uses the zeroth order antisymmetric
longitudinal mode A0 . Cantilevers are usually more oblong in shape. However, cantilevers that
are less oblong in shape can also be good micro actuators when the longitudinal displacement is
utilized42, 44. In this type of cantilever, there is a tendency for the S0 symmetric longitudinal mode
to cause the total displacement to be in the x direction.
By introducing a multidomain cantilever model with inversely poled domains along the
length of the plate, the pulsation in the longitudinal direction can be used, for instance as a
transducer of longitudinal acoustic waves. The multidomain structures of the cantilever chosen
for this study consist of a two domain and a three domain cantilever.
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0.7mm

Z

PIC-181 Cantilever with two
inversely poled domains and
Unipolar Electrode
Configuration

uz
+

+

PIC-181

P

-

-

X

16.1mm

4.9mm

1.4mm
gap

Figure 31. Shown above is the two domain model of a PIC-181 cantilever (dimensions 22.4mm
x .7mm). The direction of the polarization vector is noted by the block arrows. In the unipolarelectrode design, polarization vectors are alternating in direction creating an inversely poled 2domain cantilever.
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0.7mm

Z

Two Unipolar Domain PIC-181
Cantilever with Bipolar
Electrode Configuration

uz
+

_
_
-

PIC-181

0

P

+

X

16.1mm

4.9 mm

1.4mm
gap

Figure 32. Shown above is the two domain model of a PIC-181 cantilever (dimensions 22.4mm
x .7mm). The direction of the polarization vector is noted by the block arrows. In the bipolar
electrode design, polarization vectors are pointing in the same direction.
In the two domain cantilever in figure 18, the standard unipolar electrode design does not
maximize the amplitude of vibration in the transverse direction. Therefore, the bipolar electrode
design is introduced in figure 19 to accomplish the desired effect. These types of electrode
applications are utilized for the multidomain structure in the numerical simulation.
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Z

PIC-181 Cantilever with three inversely poled
domains and Unipolar Electrode Configuration
uz

.7mm

+

+

+

P

-

-

-

X

8.75mm

8.75 mm

1.4mm
gap

2.1mm

Figure 33. Shown above is the three domain model of a PIC-181 cantilever (dimensions 22.4mm
x .7mm) with inversely poled domains. The direction of the polarization vector is noted by the
block arrows. In the unipolar electrode design, polarization vectors are alternating in direction
creating an inversely poled 3-domain cantilever.
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Z

Three Unipolar Domain PIC-181 Cantilever
with Bipolar Electrode Configuration
uz

.7mm

+

-

+

P

-

+

-

X

8.75mm

8.75 mm

1.4mm
gap

2.1mm

Figure 34. Shown above is the three domain model of a PIC-181 cantilever (dimensions 22.4mm
x .7mm) with unipolar domains. The direction of the polarization vector is noted by the block
arrows. In the bipolar electrode design, polarization vectors are pointing in the same direction.
In the computer code, the number of cells designated per domain is designated by N dom .
For the 22.4mm x .7mm cantilever, the total number of cells m in the mesh in the x direction is
160. For Finite Element cantilever, N dom = m for the single polarization vector/domain structure,

N dom =

2
2
x 160 in the two polarization vector/domain structure, and N dom = x 160 in the three
3
5

polarization vector/domain structure. Trials were run for single polarization vector/domain, two
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polarization vector/domain, and three polarization vector/domain cantilevers including bipolar
and unipolar electrode structures.

3.2.5 PARAMETERS AND RESONANCES FOR SIMULATION
The Finite Element code for the PIC181 cantilever model computes displacements uz and
ux at 1001 different frequency points. The density, thickness, Q factors, attenuations, material
constants, and number of cells per domain N dom mentioned in the previous sections were
implemented in the code as well as the selection of the material PZT. Additionally, the potential
was set at a ratio of

1000V
kV
, which implies the electric field E = 14.3
.
.7mm
cm

In a previous study presented at the 2nd Pan-American/Iberian Meeting on Acoustics, a
single domain and a two domain PZT cantilever were analyzed via the Finite Element code17. It
was found that the single domain cantilever had a greater displacement uz at the 1st resonance
frequency and the two domain cantilever had a greater uz displacement at the 2nd resonance
frequency. In a similar fashion, in the Finite Element code for the PIC181 cantilever, trials were
conducted at the 1st resonance, 2nd resonance, and 3rd resonance frequencies for uz and ux
displacements.
One further parameter considered was the starting frequency point and ending frequency
point. In order to ensure that the maximum peaks of the uz displacement were best observable,
the following adjustments were made to the Finite Element code for the Single Crystal
Cantilever Models with 1, 2, and 3 polarization vectors respectively in the same direction.
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Table 8:
SINGLE CRYSTAL CANTILEVERS WITH DIFFERENT EXCITATION ELECTRODES
(Sn 3.2.1)
Q factors 50 and 100

1st Resonance

2nd Resonance

3rd resonance

fstart

(11.0 - 10.5) KHz

(11.0 – 5.0) KHz

(11.0 + 7.0) KHz

fend

(11.0 - 9.5) KHz

(11.0 – 4.0) KHz

(11.0 + 9.0) KHz

Δf

1 KHz

1 KHz

2 KHz

Q factor 500

1st Resonance

2nd Resonance

3rd resonance

fstart

(11.0 – 10.0) KHz

(11.0 – 5.0) KHz

(11.0 + 7.0) KHz

fend

(11.0 – 9.9) KHz

(11.0 – 4.0) KHz

(11.0 + 9.0) KHz

Δf

.1 KHz

1 KHz

2 KHz

Q factors 1000 and 1200

1st Resonance

2nd Resonance

3rd resonance

fstart

(11.000 – 9.915) KHz (11.00 – 4.22) KHz

(11.00 + 7.85) KHz

fend

(11.000 – 9.905) KHz (11.00 – 4.17) KHz

(11.00 + 7.95) KHz

Δf

0.01 KHz

0.1 KHz

0.097 KHz

Table 8. Above is a list of the necessary Δf values at the first three resonances for the Finite
Element method to accurately compute the displacement uz at 1001 frequency points without
losing the observation of the maximum peak.
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In order to ensure that the maximum peaks of the ux displacement were best observable,
the following adjustments were made to the Finite Element code for Q factors 50-2000.
Table 9:
SINGLE CRYSTAL CANTILEVERS (ux) WITH PARALLEL POLARIZATION VECTORS
Q factors 100-2000

1st Resonance

2nd Resonance

3rd resonance

fstart

(20.000-18.925) KHz

(20.0 – 13.4) KHz

(20.0 - 1.5) KHz

fend

(20.000-18.875) KHz

(20.0 – 13.0) KHz

(20.0 - 0.5) KHz

Δf

0.05 KHz

0.6 KHz

1 KHz

Table 9. Above is a list of the necessary Δf values at the first three resonances for the Finite
Element method to accurately compute the displacement ux at 1001 frequency points without
losing the observation of the maximum peak.
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Additionally, a similar single crystal cantilever with one polarization vector and two
similar single crystal cantilevers with multiple polarization vectors were numerically analyzed
with the Finite Element code with a Q factor of 1200 and E = 14.3

kV
. In order to ensure that the
cm

maximum peaks of the ux displacement were best observable, the following adjustments were
made to the Finite Element code.
For simulation of the multidomain cantilevers, only calculations involving uz were
considered. The following parameters were implemented in the Finite Element Code in the
following manner in order to get the maximum displacement.

Table 10: MULTIDOMAIN CANTILEVERS
1, 2, AND 3 DOMAIN CANTILEVERS WITH UNIPOLAR AND BIPOLAR ELECTRODES
Q factor 100

1st Resonance

2nd Resonance

3rd resonance

fstart

(11.000 – 10.165)

(11.000 – 4.490)

(11.000 + 7.480)

kHz

kHz

kHz

(11.000 – 9.665)

(11.000 – 3.990)

(11.000 + 7.980)

kHz

kHz

kHz

0.5 kHz

0.5 kHz

0.5 kHz

fend

Δf

Table 10. Above is a list of the necessary Δf values at the first three resonances for the Finite
Element method to accurately compute the displacement uz for a 0.7 mm, Q100, PIC-181,
cantilever at 1001 frequency points without losing the observation of the maximum peak.
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3.3 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The results of computations for all cantilever models are described in this section. The
figures present the computed dependencies of acoustic displacements uz and ux versus frequency.
All results are summarized in Table 11.
The following graphs contain the uz and ux displacement as a function of frequency for the
PIC-181 cantilevers.
Table 11. Main computed results. Electrode structure (1) Fig. 28, (2) Fig. 29, (3) Fig. 30. For
the reason of clarity, the frequencies given in table 11 are rounded values for both acoustic
displacements uz and ux. For example, in figure 35, the maximum of uz is at 1.09 kHz, and in
figure 36, the maximum of ux is at 1.097 kHz; then in table 11 and figures 35 and 36, F=1.1 kHz
is used.

Figure #’s

Q factor Cantilever

35, 36

50

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

Resonance
Frequency
(kHz)
1
1.1

37, 38

50

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

2
6.8

39, 40

50

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

3
18.9

41, 42

100

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

1
1.1

43, 44

100

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

2
6.8

67

uz (Electrode
Structure)

ux(Electrode
Structure)

67.496 µm (1)
50.542 µm (2)
30.294 µm (3)
18.790 µm (2)
13.581 µm (3)
10.988 µm (1)
7.717 µm (3)
4.150 µm (1)
2.434 µm (2)
134.896 µm (1)
101.014 µm (2)
60.546 µm (3)
37.492 µm (2)
27.113 µm (3)
21.947 µm (1)

8.650 µm (1)
5.875 µm (2)
3.528 µm (3)
8.693 µm (1)
6.071 µm (2)
3.683 µm (3)
10.196 µm (1)
7.142 µm (2)
4.294 µm (3)
8.894 µm (1)
6.104 µm (2)
3.665 µm (3)
8.875 µm (1)
6.391 µm (2)
3.916 µm (3)

45, 46

100

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

3
18.9

47, 48

500

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

1
1.09

49, 50

500

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

2
6.8

51, 52

500

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

3
18.9

53, 54

1000

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

1
1.09

55, 56

1000

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

2
6.8

57, 58

1000

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

3
18.9

59, 60

1200

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

1
1.09

61, 62

1200

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

2
6.8

63, 64

1200

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

3
18.9

65

2000

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

1
1.09

66

2000

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

2
6.8

67

2000

Single Crystal
t = 0.7mm

3
18.9
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15.425
8.291
4.862
0.673
0.504
0.302
0.187
0.135
0.109

µm (3)
µm (1)
µm (2)
mm (1)
mm (2)
mm (3)
mm (2)
mm (3)
mm (1)

77.097 µm (3)
44.475 µm (1)
24.342 µm (2)
1.350 mm (1)
1.011 mm (2)
0.606 mm (3)
0.375 mm (2)
0.272 mm (3)
0.220 mm (1)
0.154 mm (3)
0.083 mm (1)
0.049 mm (2)
1.162 mm (1)
1.212 mm (2)
0.727 mm (3)
0.448 mm (2)
0.324 mm (3)
0.262 mm (1)
0.185 mm (3)
0.099 mm (1)
0.058 mm (2)
.......................
.......................
.......................
.......................
.......................
.......................

10.243 µm (1)
7.154 µm (2)
4.609 µm (3)
11.739 µm (1)
8.212 µm (2)
4.929 µm (3)
10.347 µm (1)
9.262 µm (2)
6.073 µm (3)
11.077 µm (1)
7.624 µm (2)
6.451 µm (3)
15.923 µm (1)
11.450 µm (2)
6.873 µm (3)
13.709 µm (2)
12.368 µm (1)
9.463 µm (3)
12.153 µm (1)
9.286 µm (3)
8.238 µm (2)
17.719 µm (1)
12.849 µm (2)
7.708 µm (3)
15.685 µm (2)
13.142 µm (1)
10.871 µm (3)
12.700 µm (1)
10.520 µm (3)
8.562 µm (2)
25.85 µm (1)
19.03 µm (3)
11.42 µm (2)
23.974 µm (2)
17.279 µm (1)
16.974 µm (3)

.......................
.......................
.......................

15.739 µm (3)
14.712 µm (1)
9.661 µm (2)
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100

Multidomain
t = 0.7mm

1
1.09

134.90 µm (1)
84.90 µm (2)
14.03 µm (3)
50.799 µm (2)
35.269 µm (3)
21.910 µm (1)

.......................
.......................
.......................
.......................
.......................
.......................

69

100

Multidomain
t = 0.7mm

2
6.77

70

100

Multidomain
t = 0.7mm

3
18.72

26.428 µm (3)
8.165 µm (1)
3.958 µm (2)
134.89 µm (1)
95.803 µm (2)
43.024 µm (3)

.......................
.......................
.......................
.......................
.......................
......................

71

100

Bipolar
Electrode
t = 0.7mm

1
1.09

72

100

Bipolar
Electrode
t = 0.7mm

2
6.8

43.405 µm (2)
30.835 µm (3)
21.944 µm (1)

.......................
.......................
.......................

73

100

Bipolar
Electrode
t = 0.7mm

3
18.9

22.34 µm (3)
8.296 µm (1)
0.989 µm (2)

.......................
.......................
.......................

Table 11. Shown above is a table of figures giving the uz and ux displacement of various PIC-181
cantilevers. It can be observed that as Q factor increases, the displacement is greatest for
electrode configuration 1 at 1st resonance, electrode configuration 2 at 2nd resonance, and
electrode configuration 3 at 3rd resonance.
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The following graphs contain the uz and ux displacement as a function of frequency for the 0.7
mm, PIC-181, cantilevers with Q = 50.

Figure 35. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=50 at 1st Resonance
F1=1.1 kHz. uz = 67.496 µm, 50.542 µm, and 30.294 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 electrode
configurations.

Figure 36. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=50 at 1st Resonance
F1=1.1 kHz. ux = 8.650 µm, 5.875 µm, and 3.528 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 electrode
configurations. It should be noted that uz is greater than ux.
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Figure 37. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=50 at 2nd Resonance
F2=6.8 kHz. uz = 18.790 µm, 13.581 µm, and 10.988 µm with respect to 2, 3, and 1 electrode
configurations.

Figure 38. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=50 at 2nd Resonance
F2=6.8 kHz. ux = 8.693 µm, 6.071 µm, and 3.683 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 electrode
configurations. It should be noted that uz is greater than ux.
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Figure 39. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=50 at 3rd Resonance
F3=19.0 kHz. uz = 7.717 µm, 4.150 µm, and 2.434 µm with respect to 3, 1, and 2 electrode
configurations.

Figure 40. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=50 at 3rd Resonance
F3=19.0 kHz. uz = 10.196 µm, 7.142 µm, and 4.294 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 polarization
vectors. Here, ux displacement (1) is greater than uz for all three electrode configurations, ux
displacment (2) is less than uz displacement (3) but greater than uz (1) and (2), ux displacement (3)
is less than uz displacement (3) but is greater than uz displacement for (1) and (2).
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The following graphs contain the uz and ux displacement as a function of frequency for the 0.7
mm, PIC-181, cantilevers with Q = 100.

Figure 41. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=100 at 1st Resonance
F1=1.1 kHz. uz = 134.896 µm, 101.014 µm, and 60.546 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 electrode
configurations.

Figure 42. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=100 at 1st Resonance
F1=1.09 kHz. ux = 8.894 µm, 6.104 µm, and 3.665 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 electrode
configurations. It should be noted that uz is greater than ux.
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Figure 43. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=100 at 2nd
Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. uz = 37.492 µm, 27.113 µm, and 21.947 µm with respect to 2, 3, and 1
electrode configurations.

Figure 44. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=100 at 2nd
Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. ux = 8.875 µm, 6.391 µm, and 3.916 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3
electrode configurations. Again, ux displacements for all three single crystal structures are less
than uz displacements.
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Figure 45. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=100 at 3rd Resonance
F3=18.9 kHz. uz = 15.425 µm, 8.291 µm, and 4.862 µm with respect to 3, 1, and 2 electrode
configurations.

Figure 46. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=100 at 3rd
Resonance F3=18.9 kHz. ux = 10.243 µm, 7.154 µm, and 4.609 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3
electrode configurations. Here, ux displacement (1) is greater than uz displacement (1) and (2), ux
displacment (2) greater than uz displacement (2), but less than uz (1) and (3), but ux displacement
(3) is less than uz displacement (3).
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The following graphs contain the uz and ux displacements as a function of frequency for the 0.7
mm, PIC-181, cantilevers with Q = 500.

Figure 47. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=500 at 1st Resonance
F1=1.09 kHz. uz = 0.673 mm, 0.504 mm, and 0.302 mm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 electrode
configurations.

Figure 48. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=500 at 1st Resonance
F1=1.09 kHz. ux = 11.739 µm, 8.212 µm, and 4.929 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 electrode
configurations. Again, ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz displacements for
(1), (2), and (3).
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Figure 49. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=500 at 2nd
Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. uz = 0.187 mm, 0.135 mm, and 0.109 mm with respect to 2, 3, and 1
electrode configurations.

Figure 50. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=500 at 2nd
Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. ux = 10.347 µm, 9.262 µm, and 6.073 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3
electrode configurations. Again, ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz
displacements for (1), (2), and (3).
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Figure 51. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=500 at 3rd Resonance
F3=18.9 kHz. uz = 77.097 µm, 44.475 µm, and 24.342 µm with respect to 3, 1, and 2 electrode
configurations.

Figure 52. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=500 at 3rd
Resonance F3=18.9 kHz. ux = 11.077 µm, 7.624 µm, and 6.451 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3
electrode configurations. Again, ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz
displacements for (1), (2), and (3).
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The following graphs contain the uz and ux displacments as a function of frequency for the 0.7
mm, PIC-181, cantilevers with Q = 1000.

Figure 53. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1000 at 1st
Resonance F1=1.09 kHz. uz = 1.350 mm, 1.011 mm, and 0.606 mm with respect to 1, 2, and 3
electrode configurations.

Figure 54. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1000 at 1st
Resonance F1=1.09 kHz. ux = 15.923 µm, 11.450 µm, and 6.873 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3
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electrode configurations. Again, ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz
displacements for (1), (2), and (3).

Figure 55. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1000 at 2nd
Resonance F2=6.81 kHz. uz = 0.375 mm, 0.272 mm, and 0.220 mm with respect to 2, 1, and 3
electrode configurations.

Figure 56. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1000 at 2nd
Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. ux = 13.709 µm, 12.368 µm, and 9.463 µm with respect to 2, 1, and 3
electrode configurations. Again, ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz
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displacements for (1), (2), and (3). Here we are starting to see a similar pattern to uz emerging,
such as ux for (2) is the largest of the three structures.

Figure 57. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1000 at 3rd
Resonance F3=18.9 kHz. uz = 0.154 mm, 0.083 mm, and 0.049 mm with respect to 3, 1, and 2
electrode configurations.

Figure 58. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1000 at 3rd
Resonance F3=18.9 kHz. ux = 12.153 µm, 9.286 µm, and 8.238 µm with respect to 1, 3, and 2
electrode configurations. ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz displacements for
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(1), (2), and (3). Again, we are starting to see a similar pattern to uz emerging, such as ux for (3)
is the larger than (2).
The following graphs contain the uz and ux displacments as a function of frequency for the 0.7
mm, PIC-181, cantilevers with Q = 1200.

Figure 59. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1200 at 1st
Resonance F1=1.09 kHz. uz = 1.162 mm, 1.212 mm, and 0.727 mm with respect to 1, 2, and 3
electrode configurations.
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Figure 60. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1200 at 1st
Resonance F1=1.09 kHz. ux = 17.719 µm, 12.849 µm, and 7.708 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3
electrode configurations. ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz displacements for
(1), (2), and (3).
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Figure 61. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1200 at 2nd
Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. uz = 0.448 mm, 0.324 mm, and 0.262 mm with respect to 2, 3, and 1
electrode configurations.

Figure 62. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1200 at 2nd
Resonance F2=18.9 kHz. ux = 15.685 µm, 13.142 µm, and 10.871 µm with respect to 2, 1, and 3
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electrode configurations. ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz displacements for
(1), (2), and (3). Again, ux displacement (2) is larger than (1) and (2).
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Figure 63. uz displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1200 at 3rd
Resonance F3=18.9 kHz. uz = 0.185 mm, 0.099 mm, and 0.058 mm with respect to 3, 1,
and 2 electrode configurations.

Figure 64. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=1200 at 3rd
Resonance F3=18.9 kHz. ux = 12.700 µm, 10.520 µm, and 8.562 µm with respect to 1, 3,
and 2 electrode configurations. ux displacements for (1), (2), and (3) are less than uz
displacements for (1), (2), and (3). Again, ux displacement (3) is larger than (2).
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Since the pattern for ux amplitudes increases as Q factor increases, the ux amplitudes for
the ideal case of Q=2000 is calculated.

The following graphs contain the ux displacment as a function of frequency for the 0.7
mm, PIC-181, cantilevers with Q = 2000.

Figure 65. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=2000 at 1st
Resonance F1=1.09 kHz. ux = 25.852 µm, 19.032 µm, and 11.415 µm with respect to 1,
3, and 2 electrode configurations.
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Figure 66. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=2000 at 2nd
Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. ux = 23.974 µm, 17.279 µm, and 16.974 µm with respect to 2, 1,
and 3 electrode configurations. Again, ux displacement (2) is larger than (1) and (3).

Figure 67. ux displacements are shown for single crystal cantilevers with Q=2000 at 3rd
Resonance F3=18.9 kHz. ux = 15.739 µm, 14.712 µm, and 9.661 µm with respect to 3, 1,
and 2 electrode configurations. Again, ux displacement (3) is larger than (1) and (2). The
pattern has now fully emerged at third resonance.
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The following graphs show the uz displacement for a 0.7 mm, Q = 100, PIC-181,
multidomain cantilever with unipolar (uniform) electrode pattern and inverse
polarization.

Figure 68. uz displacements are shown for a multidomain cantilever (shown in Fig. 28,
Fig. 31, and Fig. 33) with Q=100 at 1st Resonance F1=1.09 kHz. uz = 134.892 µm, 84.899
µm, and 14.030 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 domains. Note that F1=1.092 kHz for (1)
and (2), and F1=1.088 kHz for (3), which are slightly different.
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Figure 69. uz displacements are shown for a multidomain cantilever (shown in Fig. 28,
Fig. 31, and Fig. 33) with Q=100 at 2nd Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. uz = 50.799 µm, 35.269
µm, and 21.910 µm with respect to 2, 3, and 1 domains. Note that F2=6.77 kHz for (2),
F2=6.76 kHz for (3), and F2=6.81 kHz for (1), which are a little more different.

Figure 70. uz displacements are shown for a multidomain cantilever (shown in Fig. 28,
Fig. 31, and Fig. 33) with Q=100 at 3rd Resonance and uz = 26.428 µm, 8.165 µm, and
3.958 µm with respect to 3, 1, and 2 domains. Note that F3=18.72 kHz, 18.91 kHz, 18.74
kHz for (3), (1), and (2) respectively, which are even more different.
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The following graphs show the uz displacement for a 0.7 mm, Q = 100, PIC-181, single
crystal cantilever with bipolar (inverse) electrode pattern and uniform polarization.

Figure 71. uz displacements are shown for a single crystal cantilever (shown in Fig. 28,
Fig. 32, and Fig. 34) with bipolar electrodes and Q=100 at 1st Resonance F1=1.09 kHz. uz
= 134.892 µm, 95.803 µm, and 43.024 µm with respect to 1, 2, and 3 electrode
configurations. Note that F1=1.09 kHz for (1), (2), and (3) and uz (1) is the same as in the
multidomain cantilever.

Figure 72. uz displacements are shown for a single crystal cantilever (shown in Fig. 28,
Fig. 32, and Fig. 34) with bipolar electrodes and Q=100 at 2nd Resonance F2=6.8 kHz. uz
= 43.405 µm, 30.835 µm, and 21.944 µm with respect to 2, 3, and 1 electrode
configurations. Note that F1=6.8 kHz for (2), (3), and (1) and uz (2) is greater than in the
multidomain cantilever.
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Figure 73. uz displacements are shown for a single crystal cantilever (shown in Fig. 28,
Fig. 32, and Fig. 34) with bipolar electrodes and Q=100 at 3rd Resonance F3=18.9 kHz. uz
= 22.343 µm, 8.296 µm, and 0.989 µm with respect to 3, 1, and 2 electrode
configurations. Note that F3=18.9 kHz for (3), (1), and (2) and uz (3) is greater than in the
multidomain cantilever.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of the experimental measurements via the R3131 device are summarized as
follows:
(1) Overall, the measured values agree with theoretical 4.6 km/s. This is true for PIC181-4D, PIC-181-5D, PIC-6, PIC-7, PIC-8, & PIC-9. The longitudinal speed of
sound computed for samples PIC-181-4D and PIC-181-5D from the lowest antiresonance frequencies approached the theoretical value of 4.6 km/s. The radial
components of the speed of sound computed from the 1st three radial modes
appeared to be low, Vradial = 3.2 km/s to 3.9 km/s. This discrepancy may be due to
how Vradial is defined in theory.
(2) The longitudinal speed of sound computed for samples PIC-6, PIC-7, PIC-8, and
PIC-9 ranged from 4.2 km/s to 4.8 km/s which appear closer to 4.6 km/s on
average.
(3) The longitudinal speed of sound computed for the sample PIC-4D with the
standard mechanism (w/o damping by clay) and the mechanism with the bottom
contact removed (w/o clay) was 4.448 km/s. With the clay attached to the sides,
the longitudinal speed of sound was 4.527 km/s with a clearly defined antiresonance point. This result is favorable to the mechanism with clay attached to
the sides which appears to control interfering horizontal vibrations.
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(4) Overall, the measured values from the most accurate mechanisms appeared to
agree with the theoretical value of 4.6 km/s. For instance, the mechanism with
clay attached to the sides yielded 4.527 km/s which gave a % error = 1.6 %.
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The results of the numerical simulation via Finite Element Method are
summarized as follows:
(5) For the first type of single crystal cantilevers, t=0.7mm, with Q=50 to Q=1200, it
can be observed that at 1st resonance, the model with an electrode configuration 1
has the greatest uz displacements; it can be observed that at 2nd resonance, the
model with electrode configuration 2 has the greatest uz displacements; and it can
be observed at 3rd resonance, the model with electrode configuration 3 has the
greatest uz displacements. This is the pattern that was expected based on prior
research presented in Cancun17.
(6) For Q=50 in the first type of single crystal cantilever, uz displacements were
greater than ux displacements at 1st and 2nd resonances. However, at 3rd resonance,
ux displacement 1 is greater than uz for all three electrode structures, ux
displacment 2 is less than uz displacement 3 but greater than uz 1 and 2, ux
displacement 3 is less than uz displacement 3 but is greater than uz displacement
for 1 and 2. For Q=100 in the same configuration, uz displacements were greater
than ux displacements at 1st and 2nd resonances. However, at 3rd resonance, ux
displacement 1 is greater than uz displacement 1 and 2, ux displacment 2 greater
than uz displacement 2, but less than uz 1 and 3, but ux displacement 3 is less than
uz displacement 3. For these single crystal cantilevers, Q=500 to Q=1200, uz
displacements were greater than ux displacements at all three resonances. It
appears the Cancun study had ux displacements greater than uz displacements due
to the Q factor of 10. These results concur with research in Cancun and explain
the Cancun results17.
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(7) ux displacements were computed for Q=2000 for the ideal case of the first type of
single crystal cantilever. The expected pattern emerged: ux for electrode
configuration 1 being the greatest ux displacement at 1st resonance, ux for electrode
configuration 2 being the greatest ux displacement at 2nd resonance, and ux for
electrode configuration 3 being the greatest ux displacement at 3rd resonance. This
shows that the full pattern can be seen in the ux displacements as well if the
quality factor is high enough.
(8) uz displacement was calculated for a multidomain cantilever, Q=100, with
unipolar (uniform) electrode pattern and inverse polarization. The results
indicated the expected pattern. However, the resonance frequencies were slightly
different for the 1 domain, 2 domain, and 3 domain cantilevers. The simulation
then used a similar model with bipolar (inverse) electrode configuration, which
made the polarization vectors uniform, thus creating a single crystal cantilever
with multiple polarization vectors. uz displacement was then calculated for
Q=100 and the expected pattern emerged. It was noticed that not only were the
resonance frequencies the same for the three configurations, but uz displacements
were slightly greater than with the uniform electrode pattern. These results
appear favorable to the bipolar (inverse) electrode pattern.
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The results of the 3 domain cantilever and single crystal cantilever mechanisms
with different electrode configurations (particularly using the bipolar mechanism)
indicates that cantilevers may no longer be inhibited by their less oblong shape. This
result is one that differs from the research study presented at Cancun17, and indicates that
the bipolar design may still have merit. Further, the results from the experimental
measurements indicate that PIC-181 is a very high quality crystal and may warrant
further use in research in creating a cantilever prototype using the bipolar electrode
configuration that can yield uz displacement that can be observed under a microscope.
This research may become useful in cantilever study where the size of the device
becomes a concern.
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APPENDIX
PCONST (Used in all computer calculations)
module piezo
contains
!**********************************************************************
subroutine pz(a,delta,ce,cea,cm) !material constant matrices are defined
here
! stress tensor is calculated here
implicit none
real*8
delta,a(3,3),T(9,9) !attenuation delta, stress T
complex*16
ce(9,9),cea(9,9),cm(9,9) ! material constant matrices for
crystal (ce), air (cea,cm)
real*8
c11,c12,c13,c33,c44,c14,c66,e15,e31,e22,e33,eps11,eps33
!constants c-elastic, e-piezoelectric, eps - dielectric
real*8
cc11,cc12,cc13,cc33,cc44,cc66,ec15,ec31,ec33,epsc11,epsc33 !PZT constants
real*8
c01, c02, eps0, epsw, epsSi ! constants for the air,
water(epsw), silicon(epsSi)
real*8
s11, s44, s12,cm11, cm12,cm44,epsm
integer
i,j
! material crystalline type is chosen here:
integer*4,parameter::
material = 3
!0 - LNO ; 1 - Si; 2 - BaTiO3,
3 - PZT-5H
! values of material constants are defined:
! data c11/19.839/, c12/5.472/, c13/6.513/, c33/22.790/, c44/5.965/,
c14/0.788/, c66/7.5/ ! Kovac et al 1990 Ultrasonics symp
! data e15/3.69/, e22/2.42/, e31/0.30/, e33/1.77/ ! Kovac et al 1990
Ultrasonics symp
! data eps11/3.89/, eps33/2.24/ ! Kovac et al
data c01/0.000015177/, eps0/0.08854/ ! air
data c02/0.0001435/, epsw/6.832/
! water
data s11/7.68e-12/, s44/12.56e-12/, s12/-2.14e-12/, epsSi/11.7/ !silicon
data cm11/27.7/,cm44/8.2/,epsm/2.1/ !steel
! data cm11/11.5/, cm44/4.4/,epsm/2.1/ !brass
!data cm11/0.001/,cm44/0.001/,epsm/0.1/ !conducting paint, assumption!
data cc11/21.13/, cc12/14.43/, cc13/15.997/, cc33/21.409/, cc44/3.2145/
!values in red are material constants for PZT-5H (PIC181)
data ec15/15.269/, ec31/-10.169/, ec33/18.662/, epsc11/132.81/,
epsc33/106.25/ ! values in red are material constants for PZT-5H (PIC181)
!
select case (material) !material matrices are built according to chosen
crystalline type
! all constants have small losses incorporated
(delta)
case(0)
!LiNbO3 or LiTaO3 or PZT, depending on which c and e values
are NOT commented above
ce(1,1) = dcmplx(c11,delta*c11)
ce(1,2) = dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)
ce(1,3) = dcmplx(c13,delta*c13)
ce(1,4) = dcmplx(c14,delta*c14)
ce(1,5) = dcmplx(0.,0.)
ce(1,6) = dcmplx(0.,0.)
ce(1,7) = dcmplx(0.,0.)
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ce(1,8) = dcmplx(-e22,0.)
ce(1,9) = dcmplx(e31,0.)
!
ce(2,1)
ce(2,2)
ce(2,3)
ce(2,4)
ce(2,5)
ce(2,6)
ce(2,7)
ce(2,8)
ce(2,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ce(1,2)
dcmplx(c11,delta*c11)
dcmplx(c13,delta*c13)
dcmplx(-c14,delta*c14)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(e22,0.)
dcmplx(e31,0.)

ce(3,1)
ce(3,2)
ce(3,3)
ce(3,4)
ce(3,5)
ce(3,6)
ce(3,7)
ce(3,8)
ce(3,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ce(1,3)
ce(2,3)
dcmplx(c33,delta*c33)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(e33,0.)

ce(4,1)
ce(4,2)
ce(4,3)
ce(4,4)
ce(4,5)
ce(4,6)
ce(4,7)
ce(4,8)
ce(4,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ce(1,4)
ce(2,4)
ce(3,4)
dcmplx(c44,delta*c44)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(e15,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)

ce(5,1)
ce(5,2)
ce(5,3)
ce(5,4)
ce(5,5)
ce(5,6)
ce(5,7)
ce(5,8)
ce(5,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ce(1,5)
ce(2,5)
ce(3,5)
ce(4,5)
dcmplx(c44,delta*c44)
dcmplx(c14,delta*c14)
dcmplx(e15,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)

ce(6,1)
ce(6,2)
ce(6,3)
ce(6,4)
ce(6,5)
ce(6,6)
ce(6,7)
ce(6,8)
ce(6,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ce(1,6)
ce(2,6)
ce(3,6)
ce(4,6)
ce(5,6)
dcmplx(c66,delta*c66)
dcmplx(-e22,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)

ce(7,1)
ce(7,2)
ce(7,3)
ce(7,4)

=
=
=
=

ce(1,7)
ce(2,7)
ce(3,7)
ce(4,7)

!

!

!

!

!
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ce(7,5)
ce(7,6)
ce(7,7)
ce(7,8)
ce(7,9)

=
=
=
=
=

ce(5,7)
ce(6,7)
dcmplx(-eps11,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)

ce(8,1)
ce(8,2)
ce(8,3)
ce(8,4)
ce(8,5)
ce(8,6)
ce(8,7)
ce(8,8)
ce(8,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ce(1,8)
ce(2,8)
ce(3,8)
ce(4,8)
ce(5,8)
ce(6,8)
ce(7,8)
dcmplx(-eps11,0.)
dcmplx(0.,0.)

ce(9,1)
ce(9,2)
ce(9,3)
ce(9,4)
ce(9,5)
ce(9,6)
ce(9,7)
ce(9,8)
ce(9,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ce(1,9)
ce(2,9)
ce(3,9)
ce(4,9)
ce(5,9)
ce(6,9)
ce(7,9)
ce(8,9)
dcmplx(-eps33,0.)

!

!

!
case(1)
!
Silicon matrix is built, if Si is chosen
c11 = (s11 + s12)/(s11 - s12)/(s11 + 2*s12)*1.e-10
c12 = -s12/(s11 - s12)/(s11 + 2*s12)*1.e-10
c44 = 1.e-10/s44
!
ce = dcmplx(0.,0.)
ce(1,1) = dcmplx(c11,delta*c11)
ce(2,2) = dcmplx(c11,delta*c11)
ce(3,3) = dcmplx(c11,delta*c11)
ce(4,4) = dcmplx(c44,delta*c44)
ce(5,5) = dcmplx(c44,delta*c44)
ce(6,6) = dcmplx(c44,delta*c44)
ce(7,7) = dcmplx(-epsSi,0.)
ce(8,8) = dcmplx(-epsSi,0.)
ce(9,9) = dcmplx(-epsSi,0.)
!
ce(1,2)
ce(2,1)
ce(1,3)
ce(3,1)
ce(2,3)
ce(3,2)

=
=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)
dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)
dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)
dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)
dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)
dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)

case(2) !BaTiO3 matrix is built
ce = dcmplx(0.,0.)
ce(1,1)
ce(2,2)
ce(3,3)
ce(4,4)
ce(5,5)

=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(c11,delta*c11)
dcmplx(c11,delta*c11)
dcmplx(c33,delta*c33)
dcmplx(c44,delta*c44)
dcmplx(c44,delta*c44)
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ce(6,6)
ce(7,7)
ce(8,8)
ce(9,9)

=
=
=
=

dcmplx(c66,delta*c66)
dcmplx(-eps11,0.)
dcmplx(-eps11,0.)
dcmplx(-eps33,0.)

ce(1,2)
ce(2,1)
ce(1,3)
ce(3,1)
ce(2,3)
ce(3,2)

=
=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)
dcmplx(c12,delta*c12)
dcmplx(c13,delta*c13)
dcmplx(c13,delta*c13)
dcmplx(c13,delta*c13)
dcmplx(c13,delta*c13)

!

case (3)
ce = dcmplx(0.,0.)
cc66 = (cc11-cc12)/2.
ce(1,1)
ce(2,2)
ce(3,3)
ce(4,4)
ce(5,5)
ce(6,6)
ce(7,7)
ce(8,8)
ce(9,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(cc11,delta*cc11)
dcmplx(cc11,delta*cc11)
dcmplx(cc33,delta*cc33)
dcmplx(cc44,delta*cc44)
dcmplx(cc44,delta*cc44)
dcmplx(cc66,delta*cc66)
dcmplx(-epsc11,0.)
dcmplx(-epsc11,0.)
dcmplx(-epsc33,0.)

ce(1,2)
ce(2,1)
ce(1,3)
ce(3,1)
ce(2,3)
ce(3,2)

=
=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(cc12,delta*cc12)
dcmplx(cc12,delta*cc12)
dcmplx(cc13,delta*cc13)
dcmplx(cc13,delta*cc13)
dcmplx(cc13,delta*cc13)
dcmplx(cc13,delta*cc13)

ce(1,9)
ce(2,9)
ce(3,9)
ce(4,8)
ce(5,7)

=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(ec31,delta*ec31)
dcmplx(ec31,delta*ec31)
dcmplx(ec33,delta*ec33)
dcmplx(ec15,delta*ec15)
dcmplx(ec15,delta*ec15)

ce(9,1)
ce(9,2)
ce(9,3)
ce(8,4)
ce(7,5)
end select

=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(ec31,delta*ec31)
dcmplx(ec31,delta*ec31)
dcmplx(ec33,delta*ec33)
dcmplx(ec15,delta*ec15)
dcmplx(ec15,delta*ec15)

!

! in the air / or it might be water
cea = dcmplx(0.,0.)
cea(1,1) = dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)
cea(1,2) = dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)
cea(1,3) = dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)
cea(1,4) = dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)
cea(2,1)
cea(2,2) =
cea(2,3) =
cea(2,4) =

= cea(1,2)
dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)
dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)
dcmplx(-c01,-delta*c01)
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cea(3,1) = cea(1,3)
cea(3,2) = cea(2,3)
cea(3,3) = dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)
cea(4,1)
cea(4,2)
cea(4,3)
cea(4,4)

=
=
=
=

cea(1,4)
cea(2,4)
cea(3,4)
dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)

cea(5,1)
cea(5,2)
cea(5,3)
cea(5,4)
cea(5,5)
cea(5,6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

cea(1,5)
cea(2,5)
cea(3,5)
cea(4,5)
dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)
dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)

cea(6,1)
cea(6,2)
cea(6,3)
cea(6,4)
cea(6,5)
cea(6,6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

cea(1,6)
cea(2,6)
cea(3,6)
cea(4,6)
cea(5,6)
dcmplx(c01,delta*c01)

cea(7,1)
cea(7,2) =
cea(7,3) =
cea(7,4) =
cea(7,5) =
cea(7,6) =
cea(7,7) =

= cea(1,7)
cea(2,7)
cea(3,7)
cea(4,7)
cea(5,7)
cea(6,7)
dcmplx(-eps0,0.)

cea(8,1)
cea(8,2)
cea(8,3)
cea(8,4)
cea(8,5)
cea(8,6)
cea(8,7)
cea(8,8)

cea(1,8)
cea(2,8)
cea(3,8)
cea(4,8)
cea(5,8)
cea(6,8)
cea(7,8)
dcmplx(-eps0,0.)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

cea(9,1) =
cea(9,2) =
cea(9,3) =
cea(9,4) =
cea(9,5) =
cea(9,6) =
cea(9,7) =
cea(9,8) =
cea(9,9)

cea(1,9)
cea(2,9)
cea(3,9)
cea(4,9)
cea(5,9)
cea(6,9)
cea(7,9)
cea(8,9)
= dcmplx(-eps0,0.)

! metal substrate
cm12 = cm11 - 2*cm44
cm = dcmplx(0.,0.)
cm(1,1) = dcmplx(cm11,delta*cm11)
cm(2,2) = dcmplx(cm11,delta*cm11)
cm(3,3) = dcmplx(cm11,delta*cm11)
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cm(4,4)
cm(5,5)
cm(6,6)
cm(7,7)
cm(8,8)
cm(9,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(cm44,delta*cm44)
dcmplx(cm44,delta*cm44)
dcmplx(cm44,delta*cm44)
dcmplx(-epsm,0.)
dcmplx(-epsm,0.)
dcmplx(-epsm,0.)

cm(1,2)
cm(2,1)
cm(1,3)
cm(3,1)
cm(2,3)
cm(3,2)

=
=
=
=
=
=

dcmplx(cm12,delta*cm12)
dcmplx(cm12,delta*cm12)
dcmplx(cm12,delta*cm12)
dcmplx(cm12,delta*cm12)
dcmplx(cm12,delta*cm12)
dcmplx(cm12,delta*cm12)

!

T(1,1)
T(1,2)
T(1,3)
T(1,4)
T(1,5)
T(1,6)
T(1,7)
T(1,8)
T(1,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

a(1,1)*a(1,1)
a(1,2)*a(1,2)
a(1,3)*a(1,3)
2.*a(1,2)*a(1,3)
2.*a(1,3)*a(1,1)
2.*a(1,1)*a(1,2)
0.
0.
0.

T(2,1)
T(2,2)
T(2,3)
T(2,4)
T(2,5)
T(2,6)
T(2,7)
T(2,8)
T(2,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

a(2,1)*a(2,1)
a(2,2)*a(2,2)
a(2,3)*a(2,3)
2.*a(2,2)*a(2,3)
2.*a(2,3)*a(2,1)
2.*a(2,1)*a(2,2)
0.
0.
0.

T(3,1)
T(3,2)
T(3,3)
T(3,4)
T(3,5)
T(3,6)
T(3,7)
T(3,8)
T(3,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

a(3,1)*a(3,1)
a(3,2)*a(3,2)
a(3,3)*a(3,3)
2.*a(3,2)*a(3,3)
2.*a(3,3)*a(3,1)
2.*a(3,1)*a(3,2)
0.
0.
0.

T(4,1)
T(4,2)
T(4,3)
T(4,4)
T(4,5)
T(4,6)
T(4,7)
T(4,8)
T(4,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

a(2,1)*a(3,1)
a(2,2)*a(3,2)
a(2,3)*a(3,3)
a(2,2)*a(3,3)+a(2,3)*a(3,2)
a(2,1)*a(3,3)+a(2,3)*a(3,1)
a(2,2)*a(3,1)+a(2,1)*a(3,2)
0.
0.
0.

T(5,1) = a(3,1)*a(1,1)
T(5,2) = a(3,2)*a(1,2)
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T(5,3)
T(5,4)
T(5,5)
T(5,6)
T(5,7)
T(5,8)
T(5,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

a(3,3)*a(1,3)
a(1,2)*a(3,3)+a(1,3)*a(3,2)
a(1,3)*a(3,1)+a(1,1)*a(3,3)
a(1,1)*a(3,2)+a(1,2)*a(3,1)
0.
0.
0.

T(6,1)
T(6,2)
T(6,3)
T(6,4)
T(6,5)
T(6,6)
T(6,7)
T(6,8)
T(6,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

a(1,1)*a(2,1)
a(1,2)*a(2,2)
a(1,3)*a(2,3)
a(1,2)*a(2,3)+a(1,3)*a(2,2)
a(1,3)*a(2,1)+a(1,1)*a(2,3)
a(1,1)*a(2,2)+a(1,2)*a(2,1)
0.
0.
0.

T(7,1)
T(7,2)
T(7,3)
T(7,4)
T(7,5)
T(7,6)
T(7,7)
T(7,8)
T(7,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
a(1,1)
a(1,2)
a(1,3)

T(8,1)
T(8,2)
T(8,3)
T(8,4)
T(8,5)
T(8,6)
T(8,7)
T(8,8)
T(8,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
a(2,1)
a(2,2)
a(2,3)

T(9,1)
T(9,2)
T(9,3)
T(9,4)
T(9,5)
T(9,6)
T(9,7)
T(9,8)
T(9,9)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
a(3,1)
a(3,2)
a(3,3)

call matCEprod(ce,T)
!ce = T .x. ce .xt. T
call matCEprod(cea,T)
call matCEprod(cm,T)
end subroutine pz
!**********************************************************************
subroutine
BMatrix(nv,npot1,Npt1,Pt1,npot2,Npt2,Pt2,nSm,Sd,nS,S,B,excit,exctdir)
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! right-hand side vector of the system of equations B is constructed here
! it represents the driving force, the source of energy
implicit none
integer*4
k,l,i,j,k2,k3,nv,m,n,i2,excit ,n2,m2,exctdir,i21,i22
integer*4
npot,Npt(nv),t1,t2,nS(4*nv,25),nSm(4*nv),npot2,npot1,Npt2(nv),Npt1(nv)
real*8
Pt(nv),Pt2(nv),Pt1(nv)
complex*16
B(nv*4),a,Sd(4*nv),S(4*nv,25)
!
B = 0. ! initially, all elements are zeros
k3 = 4*nv ! how many variables (equations) and components in B we have
! nv is how many points in the mesh
OPEN(UNIT=32,FILE='B.txt',FORM='FORMATTED')
select case(excit) ! program realizes which type of excitation is chosen
!in the main code (see file fem2d.f90) and implements
the choice
case(1) ! if excitation by displacement is selected
npot = npot1
Npt = Npt1
Pt = Pt1
do i=1,npot
write(32,*)Npt(i),Pt(Npt(i))
end do !;stop
if(exctdir == 0)then ! 1 is x , 2 is z, 3 is y
i21 = 1
i22 = 3
elseif(exctdir == 1)then
i21 = 1
i22 = 1
elseif(exctdir == 2)then
i21 = 2
i22 = 2
elseif(exctdir == 3)then
i21 = 3
i22 = 3
elseif(exctdir == 4)then !Lamb only
i21 = 1
i22 = 2
endif
do i2=i21,i22
k2 = (i2-1)*nv !which component of excitation to pick and work
out
do i = 1, k3
a = 0.
do k = 1, npot
n = Npt(k)
j = n+k2
m = 1
do while(m <= nSm(i) .and. nS(i,m) /= j)
m = m+1
end do
if(m <= nSm(i)) then
a = a + S(i,m)*Pt(n)
S(i,m) = 0.
endif
end do
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B(i) = - a
end do
!
do k = 1,npot
n = Npt(k)
j = n + k2
do m = 1, nSm(j)
i = nS(j,m)
B(i) = B(i) - S(j,m)*Pt(n)
S(j,m) = 0.
end do
end do
!
do k = 1, npot
n = Npt(k)
j = n + k2
Sd(j)=1.
B(j) = Pt(n)
end do
! filtr S
do i = 1, k3
m = 1
do while (m <= nSm(i) .and. S(i,m) /= 0)
m = m + 1
end do
j = m + 1
do while (j <= nSm(i))
if(S(i,j) /= 0 ) then
S(i,m) = S(i,j)
nS(i,m) = nS(i,j)
m = m + 1
end if
j = j + 1
end do
nSm(i) = m - 1
end do
end do
!
!
!
!
!
direction 1
!
!
!
!
!
!

case(2)
! excitation by force or charge
n2 = 13
m2 = nv/n2
do k=1,n2
B( m2*k+1) = 1.e-4 ! F_1 ; weght of 10 mg acting in
B(nv + m2*k+1) = 1.e-4 !direction 2
B(2*nv + m2*k+1) = 1.e-4 ! dir 3
end do
do i=15*1501+101,15*1501+112
B(3*nv+i) = 1.e-4
! charge on the surface
end do

!

case (0) !if excitation by potential is chosen
npot = npot2
! how many points in the mesh are used for
excitation
Npt = Npt2
! indexes of the nodes used for excitation
Pt = Pt2
! values of the potential
do i=1,npot
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write(32,*)Npt(i),Pt(Npt(i))
end do !;stop
k2 = 3*nv
! the last element in B matrix we are dealing
with
do i = 1, k3
!if excitation by potential is chosen
a = 0.
do k = 1, npot
n = Npt(k)
j = n+k2
m = 1
do while(m <= nSm(i) .and. nS(i,m) /= j)
m = m+1
end do
if(m <= nSm(i)) then
a = a + S(i,m)*Pt(n)! then values of el. potential
are selected and transferred
S(i,m) = 0.
endif
end do
B(i) = - a
!to the right hand side of equations in
which they occur
end do
!
!then the element in the material constant matrix S from where the
potential is taken
!is set to zero
do k = 1, npot
n = Npt(k)
j = n + k2
do m = 1, nSm(j)
i = nS(j,m)
B(i) = B(i) - S(j,m)*Pt(n)
S(j,m) = 0.
end do
end do
!
do k = 1, npot
n = Npt(k)
j = n + k2
Sd(j)=1.
B(j) = Pt(n) ! the element of B becomes potential with its
coefficient
end do
! filtr S
do i = 1, k3
m = 1
do while (m <= nSm(i) .and. S(i,m) /= 0)
m = m + 1
end do
j = m + 1
do while (j <= nSm(i))
if(S(i,j) /= 0 ) then
S(i,m) = S(i,j)
nS(i,m) = nS(i,j)
m = m + 1
end if
j = j + 1
end do
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nSm(i) = m - 1
end do
end select
close(32)
! commented section removed from here is placed at the end
! B(nv + 641) = 54.e-3
end subroutine BMatrix
!*********************************************************************
subroutine CSCmatrix(np,nSm,Sd,nS,S,colstr,rowind,values)
! sparse matrix is rearranged for sorting
!indexes of the elements are re-calculated
implicit none
integer*4
i,l,k,np,nS(np,25),nSm(np)
complex*16
B(np),Sd(np),S(np,25)
integer*4
colstr(np+1), rowind(np*25)
complex*16
values(np*25)
!
colstr(1) = 1
do i = 2, np+1 !-npot
colstr(i) = colstr(i-1) + 1 + nSm(i-1)
end do
call nSsort(np,nSm,nS,S)
l = 0
do i = 1, np-1 !-npot
l = l + 1
rowind(l) = i
values(l) = Sd(i)
do k = 1, nSm(i)
l = l + 1
rowind(l) = nS(i,k)
values(l) = S(i,k)
end do
end do
l = l + 1
rowind(l) = np
values(l) = Sd(np)
end subroutine CSCmatrix
!**********************************************************************
subroutine nSsort(np,nSm,nS,S)
! sparse matrix is sorted to prepare for the sparse solver
implicit none
integer*4
i,k,n,np,nS(np,25),nSm(np),x(25),p(25)
complex*16
S(np,25),y(25)
do i = 1, np
n = nSm(i)
do k = 1, n
x(k) = nS(i,k)
y(k) = S(i,k)
end do
call BLAS_ISORTV(1,n,x,1,p,1)
do k = 1, n
S(i,k) = y(p(k))
nS(i,k) = x(k)
end do
end do
end subroutine nSsort
!**********************************************************************
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subroutine mBeta(iel,beta,Sp)
! matrix beta (coefficients in linear approximation) is calculated here
implicit none
integer*4
i,j,iel,iv,m,n,nai,nel,nmet
real*8
x(3),y(3),b(3),c(3)
real*8
beta(9,12),Sp
real*8,pointer,dimension (:) :: px, py
integer*4,pointer,dimension (:,:) :: pmt
!
common /b2/ m,n,nai,nmet
common /b6/ px, py
common /b7/ pmt
!
nel = (m-1)*(n-1)*2
do i = 1, 3
iv = pmt(i,iel)
x(i) = px(iv)
y(i) = py(iv)
end do
Sp = abs((x(2)-x(3))*y(1)+(x(3)-x(1))*y(2)+(x(1)-x(2))*y(3)) ! Sp = 2 *
square
b(1) = (y(2)-y(3))/Sp
c(1) = (x(3)-x(2))/Sp
b(2) = (y(3)-y(1))/Sp
c(2) = (x(1)-x(3))/Sp
b(3) = (y(1)-y(2))/Sp
c(3) = (x(2)-x(1))/Sp
do i = 1, 3
j = (i-1)*4
beta(1,1+j) = b(i)
beta(2,2+j) = c(i)
beta(4,3+j) = c(i)
beta(5,3+j) = b(i)
beta(6,1+j) = c(i)
beta(6,2+j) = b(i)
beta(7,4+j) = b(i)
beta(8,4+j) = c(i)
end do
end subroutine mBeta
!**********************************************************************
subroutine matrK(iel,a)
! material matrices are selected
! depending on which domain the current point belongs to
! then beta*ce are multiplied
implicit none
integer*4
iel
real*8
as(3,3),ad(3,3),delta,Sp,beta(9,12)
complex*16
a(12,12),ce(9,9),ced(9,9),cz(9,9),cea(9,9),czd(9,9),cm(9,9)
integer*4,pointer,dimension (:,:) :: pmt
!
common /b1/ ce,ced,cea,cm
common /b7/ pmt
common /b8/ as,ad
!
call mBeta(iel,beta,Sp)
!
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select case (pmt(4,iel))
case ( 1)
! +e
call matKprod(a,beta,ce)
!a = beta .tx. ce .x. beta
case (-1)
! -e
call matKprod(a,beta,ced)
!a = beta .tx. ced .x. beta
case ( 2) ! air, material matrix of the air is used
call matKprod(a,beta,cea)
case (3)
call matKprod(a,beta,cm)
end select
a = a * Sp / 2 ! - f**2 * masa
end subroutine matrK
!**********************************************************************
subroutine matrS(iel,v,s)
! material matrices are selected
! depending on which domain the current point belongs to
! then beta*ce*v are multiplied
implicit none
integer*4
iel
real*8
as(3,3),ad(3,3),delta,Sp,beta(9,12)
complex*16
ce(9,9),ced(9,9),cz(9,9),czd(9,9),cea(9,9),cm(9,9)
complex*16
v(12),s(9)
integer*4,pointer,dimension (:,:) :: pmt
!
common /b1/ ce,ced,cea,cm
common /b7/ pmt
common /b8/ as,ad
!
call mBeta(iel,beta,Sp)
!
select case (pmt(4,iel))
case (1)
! +e, positive domain; regular domain zone
call matSprod(s,beta,ce,v) !s = ce .x. beta .x. v
case (-1)
! -e, inverted domain; inverted domain zone
call matSprod(s,beta,ced,v)
!s = ced .x. beta .x. v
case ( 2) ! air, material matrix of the air is used
call matSprod(s,beta,cea,v)
case (3)
call matSprod(s,beta,cm,v)
end select
end subroutine matrS
!**********************************************************************
subroutine spMatrix(nSm,Sd,nS,S,Sm)
! elements that contain density are calculated and added to the FEM matrix
implicit none
integer*4
i,j,iel,iv,nel,m,n,nv,nai ,nmet
integer*4
Ve(12)
integer*4
k1,k2,k,nS(4*m*n,25),nSm(4*m*n)
real*8
masa(12,12),Sm(4*m*n),ro,roai,rom
complex*16
a(12,12),Sd(4*m*n),S(4*m*n,24),ce(9,9),ced(9,9),cea(9,9),cm(9,9)
integer*4,pointer,dimension (:,:) :: pmt
!
common /b1/ce,ced,cea,cm
common /b2/ m,n,nai,nmet
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common /b7/ pmt
! density of materials is specified here
data roai/1.29/ !air
!data ro/7454./ ! LTO
! data ro/4.628e3/ ! LNO
data ro/7.8e3/ ! values in red are for PZT-5H (PIC-181)
data rom/7.8e3/ ! steel
! data rom/8.02e3/ ! bronse ?
! data rom/1700./ ! conducting paint
!data ro/6020./ !BaTiO3
! density matrix :
data masa/ 1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 0.,&
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0./
nv = m*n
nel = (m-1)*(n-1)*2
nSm = 0
! write(*,*)'nai=',nai,'nmet=',nmet; stop
do iel = 1, nel
do i=1,3
j = (i-1)*4
iv = pmt(i,iel)
Ve(1+j) = iv
Ve(2+j) = iv + nv
Ve(3+j) = iv + 2*nv
Ve(4+j) = iv + 3*nv
end do
call matrK(iel,a)
do i=1,12
do j=1,12
k1 = Ve(i)
k2 = Ve(j)
if(k2 > k1) then
k = 1
do while(k <= nSm(k1) .and. nS(k1,k) /= k2)
k = k+1
end do
if(k > nSm(k1)) then
nSm(k1)=k
nS(k1,k)=k2
endif
S(k1,k) = S(k1,k) + a(i,j)
elseif(k2 == k1) then
Sd(k1) = Sd(k1) + a(i,j)
if((iel .gt. nai*(m-1)*2) .and. (iel .le. (nai+nmet)*(m1)*2))then
Sm(k1) = Sm(k1) + rom*masa(i,j) !; write(*,*)'metal at
layer', iel/(m-1)/2
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elseif((iel .gt. (nai+nmet)*(m-1)*2) .and. (iel .lt. (nelnai*(m-1)*2)))then
Sm(k1) = Sm(k1) + ro*masa(i,j) !; write(*,*)'PZT at layer',
iel/(m-1)/2
else
Sm(k1) = Sm(k1) + roai*masa(i,j) !; write(*,*)'air at
layer', iel/(m-1)/2
endif
end if
end do
end do
end do
do i=1,3*m*n
Sm(i) = Sm(i)/real(ce(4,4)*1.e10)
end do
end subroutine spMatrix
!**********************************************************************
subroutine XYtMatrix(xv,yv,xy,t)
! mesh in the crystal, mesh in the air, domains, and etching are specified
here
implicit none
integer*4, parameter:: nload = 0
!# of cells in absorbing load and in the single crystal part
integer*4
m,n,pol,k,l,Nab,nai, absn,nmet ,Ndm,stretch,single
integer*4
i,j,iv,iel,t(6,(m-1)*(n-1)*2),xy(m*n,2),i1,j2
real*8
xv(m*n),yv(m*n),hair
!
common /b2/ m,n,nai,nmet,Ndm,stretch,single
!
hair = 10. ! the ratio of mesh size in the air to mesh size in LNO
iel = 0
Nab = 0
!write(*,*)'stretch',stretch,'single=',single; stop
open(unit=1,file='pol.txt',form='formatted')
write(1,*)'j
',' i ',' pol ', ' absn ', ' Nab '
do j = 1, n-1
do i = 1, m-1
absn = 0 !initially, absorbtion is off
pol = 1
if(single == 1)then
! equal domains
!
l = (i-1) / Ndm
!
k = mod(l, 2)
!
if(k==0) then
!
pol = 1
!
else
!
pol = -1
!
end if
if ((i .gt. Ndm) .and. (i .le. 2*Ndm)) pol = -1
endif
if(single == 2)then
! 10% variation
! if((i > 88) .and. (i <= 174))pol = -1
! if((i > 258) .and. (i <= 340))pol = -1
! if((i > 420) .and. (i <= 498))pol = -1
! if((i > 574) .and. (i <= 648))pol = -1
! if((i > 720) .and. (i <= 740))pol = -1
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! 20% variation
if((i > 10) .and. (i <= 19))pol = -1
if((i > 28) .and. (i <= 36))pol = -1
!
if((i > 44) .and. (i <= 52))pol = -1
if((i > 59) .and. (i <= 66))pol = -1
if((i > 72) .and. (i <= 74))pol = -1
endif
if(j .le. nmet+nai) pol = 3
if ((j .le. nai) .or. (j .ge. n-nai)) pol = 0
iv = (j-1)*m + i !coordinate of right corner of the triangle
iel = iel+1
!next triangle
t(1,iel) = iv !coordinate of point 1 of triangle
t(2,iel) = iv+1 !coordinate of point 2 of triangle
t(3,iel) = iv+m !coordinate of point 3 of triangle
t(4,iel) = pol !is it positive or negative domain
t(5,iel) = Nab ! # of absorbtion layer
t(6,iel) = absn ! is absorbtion on or off in this triangle
!
iel = iel+1
!next triangle, complimentary to the previous
t(1,iel) = iv+m+1
t(2,iel) = iv+1
t(3,iel) = iv+m
t(4,iel) = pol
t(5,iel) = Nab
t(6,iel) = absn
! to check if parameters are set up correctly outside and inside
the plate:
if(i == 1)write(1,*)j,' ',i,' ',pol,'
! write(1,*)
if(j == nai+nmet+1)write(1,*)j,' ',i,'

', absn,'
',pol,'

', Nab
', absn,'

', Nab
end do
end do
close(1) !; stop
! mesh coordinates are set up here:
iv = 0
do j = 1, n
do i = 1, m
iv = iv+1
xv(iv) = float(i-1)*stretch
!stretch in the x dir
yv(iv) = float(j-1)
xy(iv,1) = i
xy(iv,2) = j
end do
end do

! non-scaled, uniform mesh

end subroutine XYtMatrix
!**********************************************************************
subroutine matCEprod(ce,T)
! material matrix is multiplied by stress matrix T
!at one point of the mesh only
implicit none
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integer*4
real*8
complex*16
complex*16

i,j,l
T(9,9)
d
a(9,9),ce(9,9)

!
do j = 1, 9
do i = 1, 9
d = 0.
do l = 1, 9
d = d + ce(i,l)*T(j,l)
end do
a(i,j) = d
end do
end do
!
do j = 1, 9
do i = 1, 9
d = 0.
do l = 1, 9
d = d + T(i,l)*a(l,j)
end do
ce(i,j) = d
end do
end do
!
end subroutine matCEprod
!**********************************************************************
subroutine matKprod(a,beta,ce)
! matrix beta is multiplied by material matrix
implicit none
integer*4
i,j,l
real*8
beta(9,12)
complex*16
d,d1(9,12)
complex*16
a(12,12),ce(9,9)
!
do j = 1, 12
do i = 1, 9
d = 0.
do l = 1, 9
d = d + ce(i,l)*beta(l,j)
end do
d1(i,j) = d
end do
end do
!
do j = 1, 12
do i = 1, 12
d = 0.
do l = 1, 9
d = d + beta(l,i)*d1(l,j)
end do
a(i,j) = d
end do
end do
!
end subroutine matKprod
!**********************************************************************
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subroutine matSprod(s,beta,ce,v)
! matrix beta is multiplied by material matrix
! and by right hand side vector V
implicit none
integer*4
i,j,l
real*8
beta(9,12)
complex*16
d,d1(9)
complex*16
v(12),s(9),ce(9,9)
!
do i = 1, 9
d = 0.
do l = 1, 12
d = d + beta(i,l)*v(l)
end do
d1(i) = d
end do
!
do i = 1, 9
d = 0.
do l = 1, 9
d = d + ce(i,l)*d1(l)
end do
s(i) = d
end do
end subroutine matSprod
!**********************************************************************
end module piezo
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FEM2D
program FEM2D
use piezo
implicit none
integer*4
i,j,nd,l,k,j1,j2,j3
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: nai = 0 ! how many mesh layers belong to air
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: n = 11+2*nai ! how many mesh layers total
integer, parameter:: nmet = 0 ! metal layers
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: m = 161 ! how many nodes in plate length (due to
this parameter coupled with n, plate sizes is 22.4 mm x 0.7 mm)
integer,parameter :: stretch = 2 ! stretch mesh in the horizontal
direction
integer,parameter :: single = 0 ! 0 is single crystal, 1 is multidomain,
2 is variable multidomain
integer, parameter:: Ndm = 107 !2*(m-1)/3 !2*(m-1)/5 (Ndm = m for single
polarization/domain structures, Ndm=107 for two polarization/domain
structures, and Ndm = 61 for three polarization/domain structures)
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: nv = m*n ! total # of nodes
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: np = nv*4 !total # of variables (4 components at
each node)
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: lmax = np*25 ! # of non-zero elements in a row of
sparse matrix
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: nel = (m-1)*(n-1)*2 ! # of triangular elements
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: excit = 1 ! excitation type
! 0 - by potential, 1 - by displacement, 2 - by force
integer,parameter :: symm = 0 ! 0 - symmetric,1 - antisymmetric,
integer,parameter :: exctdir = 0 !excitation by which component
! 0 -all, 1 -u1, x; 2 - u2, z; 3- u3, y ; 4 - Lamb only, u1 and u2, x and
z
real*8, parameter :: Vap = 1000, Uap = 0.
real, parameter
:: fstr = 11.0000e-3 + 7.00000e-3 !0.5e-3 !MHz(starting
point for 1001 frequency sweep/Values listed in method section)
real, parameter
:: fend = 11.0000e-3 + 9.00000e-3 !1.5e-3 !MHz(ending
point for 1001 frequency sweep/Values listed in method section)
INTEGER,PARAMETER :: nf = 1001 ! # of frequency points
! amplitude of excitation: voltage and displacement
!amplitude of force excitation
!is defined in suroutine BMatrix in file "pconst.f90"
!integer
IPARAM(6)
!integer
IROW(lmax),JCOL(lmax)
integer*4
npot1,Npt1(nv),npot2,Npt2(nv),nS(np,25),nSm(np),m1,n1,xy(nv,2),nai1,nmet1,sin
gle1
integer*4
neqns,
ier,msglvl,outunt,ldrhs,nrhs,colstr(np+1),rowind(lmax),Ndm1,stretch1
integer*4,target::
t(6,nel)
integer*4,pointer,dimension (:,:) :: pmt
integer*8
time1,time2,GETHRTIME
real*8
as(3,3),ad(3,3),Pt1(nv),Pt2(nv),uevn, uodd
real*8,target::
xv(nv),yv(nv)
real*8
delta,Pi,ro,cf,sf,ca,sa,fi,alpha
real*8
width,th,h
real*8
f,df,F0,faza,f1,f2,ff
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real*8
Sm(np), handle(150)
real*8,pointer,dimension (:) :: px, py
complex*16
D1(nv*3),B(np),Sd(np),S(np,25),Dz(m-1),Cp(m-1),Y(m1),Y1(m-1)
!
complex*16
ux(m,n),uy(m,n),uz(m,n),phi(m,n)
!,P(np,np),P1(np,np)
complex*16
ce(9,9),ced(9,9),cea(9,9),cm(9,9),cm1(9,9),cea1(9,9),values(lmax), rhs(np,1)
character
mtxtyp*2, pivot*1, ordmthd*3
!
common /b1/ ce,ced,cea,cm
common /b8/ as,ad
common /b2/ m1,n1,nai1,nmet1,Ndm1,stretch1,single1
common /b6/ px, py
common /b7/ pmt
!
px => xv
py => yv
pmt => t
m1=m; n1=n; nai1 = nai; nmet1 = nmet; Ndm1 = Ndm; stretch1=stretch;
single1=single
! DENSITY IS DEFINED IN SUBROUTINE SpMatrix in file "pconst.f90" !!!!
data th/0.7e-3/,delta /0.005/ !thickness and attenuation(plate thickness
was 0.7mm, Q=1/delta ranged from 50-2000 as described in the method)
! crystalline cut is defined here
!data as/1.,0.,0.,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,1./,ad/1.,0.,0.,0.,-1.,0.,0.,0.,-1./ !YX
!data as/0.,1.,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1./,ad/0.,1.,0.,-1.,0.,0.,0.,0.,-1./ !XY
!data as/0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,1.,1.,0.,0./,ad/0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,-1.,-1.,0.,0./ !XZ
data as/1.,0.,0.,0.,0.,-1.,0.,1.,0./,ad/1.,0.,0.,0.,0.,1.,0.,-1.,0./ !ZX
! data as/0.,0.,1.,1.,0.,0.,0.,1.,0./,ad/0.,0.,1.,-1.,0.,0.,0.,-1.,0./ !ZY
Pi = 3.1415926535897932384626433832795
!alpha = 36./180.*Pi; !fi = 45./180.*Pi ! alpha is the angle between z
und z'
! cf = cos(fi); sf = sin(fi)
! ca = cos(alpha); sa = sin(alpha);
!XR-alpha-Y
! as(1,1) = 0.; as(1,2) = 1.; as(1,3) = 0.
! as(2,1) = ca; as(2,2) = 0.; as(2,3) = -sa
! as(2,1) = sa; as(2,2) = 0.; as(2,3) = ca
!YR-alpha-X
! as(1,1) = 1.; as(1,2) = 0.; as(1,3) = 0.
! as(2,1) = 0.; as(2,2) = ca; as(2,3) = sa
!as(3,1) = 0.; as(3,2) = -sa; as(3,3) = ca
!YR-alpha-normal to X
!as(1,1) = 0.; as(1,2) = sa; as(1,3) = -ca;
!as(2,1) = 0.; as(2,2) = ca; as(2,3) = sa;
!as(3,1) = 1.; as(3,2) = 0.; as(3,3) = 0.;
!Z-YXR
!as(1,1) = ca; as(1,2) = sa; as(1,3) = 0.
!as(2,1) = 0.; as(2,2) = 0.; as(2,3) = 1.
!as(3,1) = sa; as(3,2) = -ca; as(3,3) = 0.
call pz(as,delta,ce,cea,cm)
! orientation of coordinate
ad(1,1) =as(1,1); ad(1,2) =
ad(2,1) =as(2,1); ad(2,2) =

!calculate material matrix
system inside inverted domains
-as(1,2); ad(1,3) = -as(1,3)
-as(2,2); ad(2,3) = -as(2,3)
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ad(3,1) =as(3,1); ad(3,2) = -as(3,2); ad(3,3) = -as(3,3)
call pz(ad,delta,ced,cea1,cm1)!calculate inverted domain matrix
h = th / (n-2*nai-1) ! mesh cell size
write(*,*) 'nf',nf
write(*,*) 'h=', th,'dh=',h,'L=',(m-1)*h*stretch
!normalized frequency by sqrt(c44), in MHz, to set the cutoffs correctly
!

F0 = 1/h / 2 / Pi / 1e6
! square cells
F0 = sqrt(2.3)/(h * sqrt(float(stretch)) * 2 * Pi * 1e6) ! cells are
stretched in x dir by "stretch"
call XYtMatrix(xv,yv,xy,t) !calculate mesh coordinates
call PtMatrix(npot1,Npt1,Pt1,npot2,Npt2,Pt2,xy,nv, Vap,Uap,symm)
!calculate coordinates of excitation electrodes (allied forces)
call spMatrix(nSm,Sd,nS,S,Sm)
!calculate elements of FEM matrix that contain density
call
BMatrix(nv,npot1,Npt1,Pt1,npot2,Npt2,Pt2,nSm,Sd,nS,S,B,excit,exctdir)
! calculate right-hand-side vector of FEM system of eqns.
call CSCmatrix(np,nSm,Sd,nS,S,colstr,rowind,values)
! calculate main sparse FEM matrix
nd = colstr(np+1)-1 !number of non-zero elementsin each row
write(*,*) 'lmax=',nd
do i=1,nv*3
!calculate diagonal elements separately
D1(i) = values(colstr(i))
end do
f1= fstr
/ F0
! in MHz !set frequency limits
f2= fend / F0
df = (f2-f1) / (nf-1) ! set freq. step
write(*,*)'df=',df*F0,'MHz'; f = f1
time1 = GETHRTIME() ! solution begins; "stopwatch" is set to zero
!
! initialize solver
!
mtxtyp= 'ss'
pivot = 'n'
neqns = np
outunt = 6
msglvl = 0
!
! call regular interface
!
call zgssin ( mtxtyp, pivot, neqns , colstr, rowind,outunt, msglvl,
handle, ier)
if ( ier .ne. 0 ) goto 110
!
! ordering and symbolic factorization
!
ordmthd = 'mmd'
call zgssor ( ordmthd, handle, ier )
if ( ier .ne. 0 ) goto 110
!create output files
!
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='pzt_h200um_L37mm_d10mm6_exct_top_dom1+dom3_bottm_grounded.t
xt',FORM='FORMATTED') !u
if(single == 0)then!(Done 3 times in multidomain/single polarization)
! OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='uxuzf1090.txt',FORM='FORMATTED') !u
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! OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='Uxvsxf1090.txt',FORM='FORMATTED') !u
! OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='Uzvsxf1090.txt',FORM='FORMATTED') !u
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='uxuzf6806.txt',FORM='FORMATTED')!u (output)
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='Uxvsxf6806.txt',FORM='FORMATTED')!u(output)
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='Uzvsxf6806.txt',FORM='FORMATTED')!u(output)
elseif(single == 1)then
!
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='md_0Mhz3_h0mm125_hm0mm75_L16mm_ext6mm4_d6mm4_0V15_Q125.txt'
,FORM='FORMATTED') !u
!
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='Ux_md_2khz5_hh0mm125_hm0mm75_L16mm_ext6mm4_d6mm4_1kV_Q12.tx
t',FORM='FORMATTED') !u
!
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='Uz_md_2khz5_h0mm125_hm0mm75_L16mm_ext6mm4_d6mm4_1kV_Q12.txt
',FORM='FORMATTED') !u
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='uxuzf6806.txt',FORM='FORMATTED') !u (output)
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='Uxvsxf6806.txt',FORM='FORMATTED') !u(output)
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='Uzvsxf6806.txt',FORM='FORMATTED') !u(output)
elseif(single == 2)then
!
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='var_015_0Mhz2_h2mmL18mm_ext1mm_Every_2nd_2mmfixd.txt',FORM=
'FORMATTED') !u
! OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='Ux_zf_var_015_0Mhz2.txt',FORM='FORMATTED')!u
! OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='Uz_xf_var_015_0Mhz2.txt',FORM='FORMATTED')!u
endif
! write(1,*)'f(kHz)
ux(um)
uz(um)'
! write(2,*)'f(kHz)
z(mm)
ux(um)'
! write(3,*)'f(kHz)
x(mm)
uz(um)'
uevn = 0.; uodd = 0.
! write(*,*)'l ', 'uevn
',' uodd ',' u '
write(*,*) 'hey, you!'
do l = 1, nf ! begin frequency loop
do i=1,nv*3
! add matrix elements that contain mass to diagonal elements
values(colstr(i)) = D1(i) - f**2 * Sm(i)
end do
!
! numeric factorization
!
call zgssfa ( neqns, colstr, rowind, values, handle, ier )
if ( ier .ne. 0 ) goto 110
!
! solution (invertion of the sparse matrix)
!
do i=1,np
rhs(i,1) = B(i)
end do
nrhs
= 1
ldrhs = np
call zgsssl ( nrhs, rhs, ldrhs, handle, ier )
if ( ier .ne. 0 ) goto 110
write(1,'(9g16.6)') f*F0*1.e3,abs(rhs(4*m,1))*1.e4,abs(rhs(4*m+nv,1))*1.e-4
if(l == 501)then !594 for f1
do j2=1,m
write(2,'(9g16.6)') (j2-1)*h*stretch*1.e3,abs(rhs(4*m+j2,1))*1.e4
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end do
write(2,*)
do j2=1,m
write(3,'(9g16.6)') (j21)*h*stretch*1.e3,abs(rhs(4*m+j2+nv,1))*1.e-4
end do
!
write(3,*)
endif
write(*,'(4g16.5)')l, f*F0*1.e3,abs(rhs(4*m,1))*1.e4,abs(rhs(4*m+nv,1))*1.e-4
! if(mod(l,2) == 0)uevn = abs(rhs(m+nv,1))
! if((mod(l,2) .ne. 0) .and. (mod(l,3) .ne. 0))uodd = abs(rhs(m+nv,1))
f = f+df
end do
!
! deallocate sparse solver storage
!
call zgssda ( handle, ier )
if ( ier .ne. 0 ) goto 110
!

continue
!
! call to sparse solver returns an error
!
write ( * , '(a60,i20)' ) ' example: FAILED sparse solver error number
= ', ier
CLOSE(1); CLOSE(2) ;CLOSE(3)
time2 = GETHRTIME()
write(*,'(a7,g16.5)')'time = ',(time2-time1)/6e10,' min'
end program FEM2D
!**********************************************************************
subroutine PtMatrix(npot1,Npt1,Pt1,npot2,Npt2,Pt2,xy,nv, Vap,Uap,symm)
!the coordinates of excitation electrode or charge or force are set up here
implicit none
integer*4, parameter:: nload = 0 !now many layers are in absorbing load
! this value must be the same as in subroutine XYtMatrix in file
"pconst.f90"
integer*4
i,j,m,n,ipt1,ipt2,nv,k,nai,symm,nmet,k2,l,Ndm
integer*4
npot1,Npt1(nv),npot2,Npt2(nv),xy(nv,2),stretch, single
real*8
Pt1(nv),Pt2(nv),Vap,Uap
common /b2/ m,n,nai,nmet,Ndm,stretch,single
ipt1 = 0
ipt2 = 0
! write(*,*)'check single=',single,stretch;stop
do k = 1, nv
----------------------------------------------------------------------if(xy(k,2) == 1+nai)then
if(xy(k,1)>=1 .and. xy(k,1)<= m)then
ipt2 = ipt2 + 1
Pt2(k) = 0.
Npt2(ipt2) = k !(top electrode for single crystal
cantilevers)
endif
endif
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if(xy(k,2) == n-nai)then
if(xy(k,1)>=1 .and. xy(k,1)<=Ndm)then
ipt2 = ipt2 + 1
Pt2(k) = Vap
Npt2(ipt2) = k !(bottom electrode for single crystal
cantilevers)
endif
end if
----------------------------------------------------------------------ELECTRODE PATTERN FOR MULTIDOMAIN/SINGLE POLARIZATION CANTILEVER (UNIPOLAR
and BIPOLAR)
TOP ELECTRODE
if(xy(k,2) == 1+nai)then
if(xy(k,1)>=1 .and. xy(k,1)<= Ndm-2)then
ipt2 = ipt2 + 1
Pt2(k) = Vap
Npt2(ipt2) = k
endif
if(xy(k,1)>=Ndm+2 .and. xy(k,1)<= 2*Ndm-2)then
ipt2 = ipt2 + 1
Pt2(k) = Vap !(Vap for bipolar/multidomain and 0 for unipolar
single polarization)
Npt2(ipt2) = k
endif
if(xy(k,1)>=2*Ndm+2 .and. xy(k,1)<= m) then
ipt2 = ipt2 + 1
Pt2(k) = Vap
Npt2(ipt2) = k
endif
endif
BOTTOM ELECTRODE
if(xy(k,2) == n-nai)then
if(xy(k,1)>=1 .and. xy(k,1)<=Ndm-2)then
ipt2 = ipt2 + 1
Pt2(k) = 0
Npt2(ipt2) = k
endif
if(xy(k,1)>=Ndm +2 .and. xy(k,1)<=2*Ndm-2)then
ipt2 = ipt2 + 1
Pt2(k) = 0!(0 for bipolar/multidomain and Vap for unipolar
single polarization)
Npt2(ipt2) = k
endif
if(xy(k,1)>=2*Ndm+2 .and. xy(k,1)<=m)then
ipt2 = ipt2 + 1
Pt2(k) = 0
Npt2(ipt2) = k
endif
______________________________________________________________________
---------------------------------------------------------------------if(xy(k,1) == 1)then
! plate in the air U excit. surface
points are NOT excited
ipt1 = ipt1 + 1
Pt1(k) = Uap
Npt1(ipt1) = k
end if
end do
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npot1 = ipt1
npot2 = ipt2
end
!**********************************************************************
subroutine sigma(u,Dz)! conductivity is calculated here
use piezo
implicit none
integer*4
i,j,m,n,k,l,nv,nai,nmet
complex*16
Dz(m-1),s(9),v(12),u(m*n*4,1)
integer*4,pointer,dimension (:,:) :: pmt
!
common /b2/ m,n,nai,nmet
common /b7/ pmt
!
nv = m*n
do j = 1,m-1
Dz(j) = 0.
!do k = (m-1)*2-1-(n-1)*2, (m-1)*2-1, 2
! 2-2 , wave+out
current, metal
!do k = 1, (m-1)*2-1, 2
! 2-2 , wave, metal
do k = 1, (m-1)*2-1, 2
! 2-2 , wave
!
do k = nai*(m-1)*2 + 1 + 2*(j-1), 2*j + (n-1-nai)*(m-1)*2, (m-1)*2
! D*dz absorb 0.5 mm upfront + 0.05 mm into transducer
!
do k = (nai+2)*(m-1)*2 + 1, (nai+3)*(m-1)*2, 2
! D*dx throughout in the middle of the plate
!
do k = 1, (n-2)*(m-1)*2+1, (m-1)*2 ! 1-1
do l=1,3
i = pmt(l,k)
v((l-1)*4+1) = u(i,1)
v((l-1)*4+2) = u(i+nv,1)
v((l-1)*4+3) = u(i+nv*2,1)
v((l-1)*4+4) = u(i+nv*3,1)
end do
call matrS(k,v,s)
!
Dz(j) = Dz(j) + s(7) ! D1
Dz = Dz + s(8) ! D2
end do
end do
end
!**********************************************************************
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